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Senior Thesis

Summary ofDance Studies

Fundamentals ofDance Composition I and II
Improvise: We became increasingly free to improvise with playfulness, imagination,
purpose, and direction.
Compose and perform dance studies: We focused on solo and group studies. We had one
on one coaching sessions to increase our performance skills.
Speak, Read, and write about dance and dancing. We comprehended, analyzed, and
applied the elements of dance and other aesthetic principles. We became more alert,
responsive, and aware as a performer and audience member.
Build community: We built a community through dancing, performing, observing, and
coaching. We recognized our similarities and differences and appreciated each other's
gifts.
Integrate the lessons we learned from this course in the dance studio and in our lives
outside ofdance.
Orientation to Dance
This class was based on our community within the dance department, specifically within
the freshman class. It was a time where Judy would bring in speakers to talk about
different aspects ofLMU, answer questions about resources offered on campus,
information sessions about the body, nutrition, and career development.
We went to a dance show at UCLA, where our freshman class bonded and got to view
dance together as a group.
Dance Conditioning
We learned the principles ofproper alignment We developed an awareness of our own
physical challenge areas and applied basic strategies for caring for and improving those
challenges. We also learned about injury prevention, and ifwe do get injured, Teresa
explained different techniques and exercises for proper care.
Stagecrqft
We acquired basic knowledge of dance concert production.
We created and executed lighting design.
We became familiar with costume design and constructions.
We became familiar with basic stagecraft techniques.
Dance ofHawaii
We studied the proper concepts and techniques ofthe hula.
We learned about the basic working knowledge ofthe Hawaiian terminology of the hula.
We focused on the Hawaiian culture; this class gave me a stronger awareness and
appreciation for the Hawaiian culture. For our final exam, we choreographed our own
hula dance and performed it in solo form.
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Ballet III: Tekla Kostek
To recognize and evaluate the importance of proper placement/alignment as the
fundamental base for classical technique. To engage in simple enchantments in order to
focus on mastering new steps. To analyze and learn how to breakdown individual steps
and simple enchainment. To become familiar with a wider range of ballet vocabulary
Modern II: Damon Rago
This course opened an entire new genre of dance for me. Physically we explored and
practiced BartenieffFundamentals which consist of: Breath, head tail connectivity,
upper-lower connectivity, body-half connectivity, and cross lateral connectivity. We
worked on exercises that increased our strength, flexibility, balance, stamina, alignment,
and coordination. This class helped me grow emotionally, socially, and intellectually.
We focused on the basic fundamentals of body awareness, alignment, explorations of
space, time, and effort. Damon also introduced how to understand the capabilities and
limitations of our own bodies.
Jazz VI: Paige Porter
To address and progress in technical execution of advanced movement.
To challenge and improve the student's ability to learn at a fast pace, and execute
movement correctly.
To expose the student to fundamental technique concepts for advance movement.
To increase strength, stamina, and flexibility.
To expand the student's knowledge of advanced jazz techniques and styles, as seen in the
commercial field.
To gain more confidence in performing the art of commercial and contemporary dance
Friday Workshop: Holly Johnston
To create a strong technical foundation for supporting strength and range ofjoint
articulation as the body encounters spiral, release, momentum, gravity, and attack.
To cultivate a discerning eye for movement analysis from both functional (anatomical)
and aesthetic (artistic) perspectives.
To heighten awareness to time rhythm, space, music/silence and breath
To improve and cultivate improvisational skills
To teach overall body coordination
To take the body irito more extreme pathways off-center as they flow in and out of the
floor.
Dance History
A study of dance development as an art form from earliest origins, through medieval
religious pageantry, Renaissance court dances, l 8th century stage dance, and culminating
with dance in the 19th century and 20th centuries. Evolution of ballet and modem dance
forms in Europe and America.

Laban Movement Analysis
The student will engage in physical exploration based on the LMA fundamentals of
Effort, Shape, and Space.
The student will develop verbal and analytical skills in the areas ofBody, Effort, Shape,
and Space.
The student will deepen and refine sensitivity, understanding, and appreciation of others.
The student will deepen and refine self-confidence and self-esteem, reduction of stress,
anxiety and self doubt (enhance sense of physical satisfaction, improved body image)
Improvisation
To develop selected physical, emotional, social, and intellectual abilities related to dance
performance and choreography.
To enhance awareness of yourself as an individual, as a member of a small group, and as
a member ofa large group or community.
To discover and develop a sense of personal style.
To demonstrate awareness ofthe general direction ofan improvisational exercise.
To be open to the possibility ofphysical, emotional, and intellectual response during a
performance or improvisation.
Dance Styles and Forms
To review historical contemporary 20th century choreographic aesthetics.
To promote the recognition and development ofmultiple approaches to dance
composition.
To promote a deeper understanding and implementation ofLaban's Effort Concepts.
To promote a deeper understanding of music and dance related to dance composition.
To promote the development ofthe individual student's personal dance aesthetic.
Principles ofTeaching
Analyze and observe methods of classroom management and their effectiveness.
Analyze and observe evaluation tools in the assessment ofstudent learning.
Recognize important qualities ofsuccessful teachers ofdance.
Demonstrate an understanding for the promotion of injury and imaginative thinking as
well as self discovery in the teaching of dance.
Demonstrate the ability to structure a dance class and create lesson plans for selected
experiences which contribute to the logical progression of a well planned class.
Demonstrate an understanding ofthe importance ofthe process based educational aspects
in the teaching of dance in various settings.
Develop good communicative skills in the clear presentation of teaching specific subject
matter.
Demonstrate an understanding ofthe broad experiences integral to a well balanced dance
curriculum in various settings.
Demonstrate an understanding ofthe inherent interrelationships and interdisciplinary
components of dance education.
Develop the knowledge and skills necessary to recognize and utilize various techniques
basic to effective teaching of dance technique.

Demonstrate an acquired knowledge for the California Visual and Performing Arts
Framework and The National Standards for Arts Education in the field of dance
appreciation as the key components in dance education.
Yoga for Dancers
Build a strong physical practice of asana's based on various sequences used in Ashtanga,
Anusara, lyenger and Hatha yoga systems.
To analyze the benefits ofeach asana from both a functional/anatomical and
physiological perspective as well as from a personal point ofview.
To produce an active human being with a sensitivity to their own body's balance and well
being.
Develop autonomous practitioner who can create their own program of conditioning,
therapy and rehabilitation through the practice ofasanas.
Identify the principles ofYoga.
Modern III
Augment understanding ofthe principles of modem dance technique and utilize the work
as a tool to develop ideal alignment and overall placement.
Develop balance between strength and flexibility particularly in the spinal/torso region of
the body in an effort to gain a deeper level of articulation and a broader range of
movement possibilities.
Experience repeated and increasingly difficult movement phrases which challenge his or
her ability to maintain placement while moving in multiple planes and levels.
Learn, analyze, and execute, increasingly complex and/or difficult movement sequences
utilizing a sense of weight, musicality, and dynamic use of space.
Gain confidence in the application of improvisation and composition as tools in
developing artistry and creative expression.
Find joy and pleasure in delving into dance exercises, phrases and extended dance
sequences.
Develop curiosity in the history and aesthetic movement of modem dance as an art form.
Pilates/ Conditioning
Demonstrate understanding ofexercises and concepts of pilates work.
Demonstrate better posture, alignment and muscle and joint function.
Demonstrate better core strength and stability in conjuction with mobility
Demonstrate clear delineation of basic muscular-skeletal anatomy
Demonstrate an understanding ofone's personal training needs and how these exercises
will increase performance and prevent injury.
We focused on use of breath, stretching, strengthening, endurance, power, and relaxation.
Jazz VI - Jason Myhre
To expand the student's knowledge ofjazz techniques and performance in a commercial
field. To challenge and improve the student's ability to learn at a fast pace, and execute
more correctly. To increase strength, stamina, and flexibility. To gain more confidence
in performing commercial dance. To address and progress in technical execution of
intermediate movement.
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To Dance is Human
To introduce students to the significance of the study of body mind when investigating
the history and culture of peoples - familiar and unfamiliar. To see the body as a
universal and to investigate the significance of its varied expression culture to culture .
To us the American experience as the point of departure and the point of frequent return.
To particularly emphasize dance and dancing that is alive in Los Angeles today.
To introduce students to the skills and sensibilities necessary when observing the physical
movement of people.
To cultivate interest in the stories of people engaged in the human experience. To enable
students to research in multiple disciplines in order to arrive at desired insight. To
validate personal experience as a source of research. To develop the skills to investigate
written texts as well as dance and dancing. To develop observation and listening skills so
that daily events and storytelling can be used as a source materials for investigation. To
cultivate resourceful strategies for both primary and secondary research.
To develop skills for presenting research which uses and integrates written, media, and
aural formats.
To develop content knowledge in the area of dance as human phenomena and dance as
culture.
To cultivate curiosity where no previous question existed.
To build connections with what may be "foreign" cultures so that the works and values of
those cultures shed light, pose challenges, and otherwise ignite restlessness within the
student as she or he experiences his or her own life. To make the less familiar intriguing
and to establish essentialness of studying the "other" so that the understanding of self will
be more complete. To establish the point of view that studying self is essential and that
studying the "other" is also of primary importance. To investigate the connections that
happen between people of different cultures and how these connections influence the
dance and how the dance influences those connections.
To make as certain as possible that experience and knowledge - physical, intellectual,
and emotional/spiritual - are somehow connected to where the student "lives" right now.
To make as certain as possible that what a student learns cognitively and what he or she
experiences physically and emotionally hooks into deep places in the bodymind. To
encourage enduring learning, to leave the possibility for some kind of transformation.
To encourage the learning of significant things through the mode of moving, sensing and
viewing as well as from reading a text, speaking, listening to words and writing.
To develop the student's ability to speak and write about movement and cultural issues.
This will include the development of basic vocabulary and content knowledge as well as
the ability to speak in front of peers and with peers in small groups.
To develop a classroom that becomes a miniature community of its own kind.
To respect individual difference of students. To expect students to respect the
expectations of the course.
Kinesiology I and II
This course helped as acquire a better understanding and knowledge of:
The body as architecture, the function of the cell, bone, bone tissue, the skeleton, muscles
and muscle tissue, the function of the heart, and the nervous system.

During the second semester ofthis course we became more familiar with the elements of
postural alignment, the skeletal structure, the anatomy and biomechanics of the hip and
pelvis, the anatomy and biomechanics of the spine, and the role ofthe sacrum.
Creative Dance for Children
To acquire knowledge of the physical and emotional developmental patterns ofchildren,
pre-school through 12 years old, and how these patterns determine the content sequence
of dance/movement experiences;
To acquire confidence in expressing selfthrough personal, expressive movement;
To acquire methods ofpresenting appropriate movement experience to children.
To become familiar with the teaching of dance as part ofthe teaching process in general
and acquire the skills to design and write a lesson plan.
To understand and teach according to the components of the California Standards for the
Visual and performing arts in the area of dance.
To become more familiar with the arts as an important aspect of a child's education and
acquire and execute problem-solving techniques to direct creativity in dance and
movement, and gain the ability to apply these techniques to other areas ofstudy.
Dance as Social Action
To develop a critical process for seeing and creating dance.
To explore the relationship between dance-making and theoretical ideas.
To promote the development ofthe individual student's creative voice and point ofview.
To understand dance as a tool for social change.
Technique
Modern IV - Chad Hall
Demonstrate the following dance concepts:
Moving from a grounded pelvis and with awareness of the body's center of gravity
Integrating the breath as an essential component to movement and dynamics
Understanding the functionality of the plie and using it effectively in movement
sequences
Expressing a clear understanding ofthe body's kinesphere and its significance to
technique and performance
Utilizing different body organizations such as core/distal, body half, and head/tail to
clarify transitions and improve movement efficiency.
Proficiency moving in and out ofthe floor and executing various inverted positions
Dancing with awareness ofal body parts in space
Implementing the use offocus as an integral part oftechnique and performance
Dancing with increased accuracy of interpretation and execution of movement sequences
Executing discipline and commitment in training practices
Modern V - Holly Johnston
To build a body with strong technical foundation in kinetic movement , to improve long
lasting-lasting stamina and to develop functional and powerful biochanics for supporting
complex joint and muscular articulation.
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To develop and understand qualitative distinctions in the movement, to create variations
in initiations and resolutions, to be aware ofthe range of physical terrains available to the
artist and to experiment with them consistently.
To investigate movement analysis from both functional (anatomical) and aesthetic
(artistic) perspectives.
To produce a dancer with a more sensitive relationship to time, space, energy as well as
the use of breathe.
Build dancers with advanced/professional performance skills.

Jazz IV- Denise Leitner
The student is able to demonstrate the following after completion of this course:
Ability to demonstrate an enhanced technical skill level.
An enriched level of musicality and a concise understanding ofthe importance of
musicality in dance. For the purpose ofthis course, musicality is defmed as the
relationship between the pulse ofthe music, the emotional tone ofthe music, and the
movement ofthe dancer.
An improvement in stylistic interpretation of choreography as defined as the ability to
interpret movement in a manner that is consistent with the chorographer's intent in
developing the movement.
An enhanced performance quality.
An improved use ofspace in dance including an understanding of a dancer's relationship
to the floor.
A clear understanding ofthe responsibilities of being a professional dancer, including but
not limited to effective auditioning techniques, attitude, and rehearsal etiquette.
Monday Jazz - Paige Porter
To address and progress in technical execution ofmovement.
To challenge and improve the student's ability to learn at a fast pace and execute
movement correctly.
To expose the student to fundamental technical concepts.
To work towards an increase in strength, stamina, and flexibility.
To establish and expand the dancers understanding oftheir approach to movement-both
physically and intellectually.
To gain more experience and applied knowledge in performing the art ofcontemporary
dance.
In this class we were given a "buddy" who was focusing on the same element. In this
course I was given the challenge of improving my foot work. My buddy and I worked all
semester on improving our feet.
Drummingfor Dancers
To acquire skills and understanding ofthe principles of drumming.
To challenge and improve the student's ability to learn, analyze, and execute rhythm
patterns.
To further develop musical and rhythmic clarity, as well as phrasing.
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To develop and understand qualitative distinctions in the movement, to create variations
in initiations and resolutions, to be aware of the range of physical terrains available to the
artist and to experiment with them consistently.
To investigate movement analysis from both functional (anatomical) and aesthetic
(artistic) perspectives.
To produce a dancer with a more sensitive relationship to time, space, energy as well as
the use of breathe.
Build dancers with advanced/professional performance skills.

Jazz IV - Denise Leitner
The student is able to demonstrate the following after completion of this course:
Ability to demonstrate an enhanced teclmical skill level.
An enriched level of musicality and a concise understanding of the importance of
musicality in dance. For the purpose ofthis course, musicality is defined as the
relationship between the pulse ofthe music, the emotional tone of the music, and the
movement of the dancer.
An improvement in stylistic interpretation of choreography as defined as the ability to
interpret movement in a manner that is consistent with the chorographer's intent in
developing the movement.
An enhanced performance quality.
An improved use ofspace in dance including an understanding of a dancer's relationship
to the floor.
A clear understanding ofthe responsibilities of being a professional dancer, including but
not limited to effective auditioning teclmiques, attitude, and rehearsal etiquette.
Monday Jazz - Paige Porter
To address and progress in teclmical execution ofmovement.
To challenge and improve the student's ability to learn at a fast pace and execute
movement correctly.
To expose the student to fundamental teclmical concepts.
To work towards an increase in strength, stamina, and flexibility.
To establish and expand the dancers understanding oftheir approach to movement-both
physically and intellectually.
To gain more experience and applied knowledge in performing the art of contemporary
dance.
In this class we were given a "buddy" who was focusing on the same element. In this
course I was given the challenge of improving my foot work. My buddy and I worked all
semester on improving our feet.
Drumming/or Dancers
To acquire skills and understanding ofthe principles of drumming.
To challenge and improve the student's ability to learn, analyze, and execute rhythm
patterns.
To further develop musical and rhythmic clarity, as well as phrasing.
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To expand the student's knowledge of keeping time, the overall pattern of time, and the
many forms of subdividing time.
Thesis Prep
The student will conceive of a project that will bring to a culmination the four years of
undergraduate study in dance. The student will prepare a project design that will require
creative work, cognitive investigation, some form of primary research, ongoing
reflection, and written and aural analysis. The student will revise a project demonstrating
ongoing application of aesthetic cognitive, and affective knowledge and principles. In so
doing, the student will allow for change, experimentation, and transformation. The
student will not settle for just completing work. The student will push work to the
edge ...reflecting the quotation that set them in motion freshman year. The student will
review and synthesize cognitive aesthetic, physical, and affective study.
Student will develop the capacity for reflection along side the skills and sensibilities that
contribute to building a learning community.
Students will connect study and experiences at LMU to career and other life activities
after graduation.
The student will adhere to the timeline as a contract and meet all deadlines
The student will discover the power and joy of staying on task and thereby allowing
space and time for deep incubation, extensive research, thoughtful revision, and exacting
polishing of final project.

Courtney Fishback
March 28, 2008
Modem IV
Midterm Evaluation
Progress in the Process
There are many reasons I have enjoyed my time at LMU. For me, one of the biggest
reasons is being a dance major. Majoring in dance has taught me how truly exceptional each
person can be as a human being. In my own case, I know I have grown in different ways intellectually, emotionally, and physically - both in my craft as a dancer and in my life skills.
The LMU dance program has molded me into a dedicated dancer with the utmost respect for
dance as an art form. Each day in class I try to take away and absorb as much as I can from that
particular day. Although I think of myself as a good time manager, it often seems there are not
. enough hours in the day. So, when it is class time, I remind myself that this is the time to enjoy
and to grow as an individual. Over my four years here, Modem dance has brought me so much
joy. I have always loved exploring Modem technique, from my earliest Modem classes with
Professor Damon Rago all the way through to talcing higher-level courses and workshops.
This semester has been a very busy one for me and at times has bordered on being
chaotic. I have been given the opportunity to work full time for the Disneyland Resort, while
also needing to balance the time requirements of my final semester here at LMU. Taking
Modem IV this semester has been a very refreshing experience. One reason I have enjoyed
taking this class so much is because it is the opposite of what I do in my job. I love focusing on
my technique and moving through space in a non-performance setting. I often feel this class
provides me with an escape from work. I can take risks and make mistakes during this class.
For the midterm performance I feel I did an excellent job. I knew the combination and I
performed it that day to the best of my abilities. Two years ago, there would have been no way I
could have confidently critiqued my performance in Modem. It has taken me four years to
develop this confidence in myself. I realize I am still growing as a person and as a dancer, but I
do believe I already have grown a great deal during my time here. The LMU Dance Department
has given me the wonderful gift of my education in dance. Modem IV has taught me the skills I
need to take care of myself and to talce risks safely. As I watch the midterm video, I cannot help
but be reminded of the progress I have made over these past four years. I can see my core
connection to the rest of my body. I can see the flow between movements and the choices I
made. I enjoyed a few suspension moments I created before I went into the floor.

Fishback 2
I sometimes have the bad habit of looking down when I perform. I believe this habit is
directly related to my confidence level. In this video, I noticed that I did not look down nearly as
much as I used to. Seeing this on the video as I am approaching graduation makes me very
happy. To actually see progress in this area is something I can use for motivation in the future.
The video is a visual reminder that all the effort and all the hours spent working on my craft are
finally paying off. I now feel like I can go outside the walls of LMU and just be myself. I can
be a dancer. I can be a performer, and I can teach with the confidence that I love my craft.
Modem dance has opened many doors for me. It has taught me what my body is capable
of and it has heightened my awareness of those limits. I have found connections between
movement pathways, such as head tail and body half. I now feel like I am not afraid to go into
the floor. I noticed in the video that there were specific ways that my body instinctively landed
into the floor. By watching the video multiple times, I could see the habits I have developed
over the years. This specific performance included certain areas that I could have improved. My
alignment that day was slightly off, and I could have reached with my arms more. I did see the
connection that Chad was asking us to perform as far as holding our arms and creating pressure
when making contact with our own body. I feel like my breathing has improved a lot over the
years. I used to hold my breath when I dance. Thanks to this class, I now breathe naturally
while I dance, and I do not have to concentrate on it as a separate element. I want to continue to
work on my breathing when I dance in class and when I work. I sometimes find myself going
back to old habits. When I feel that happening, I focus on things I have learned in this class.
I have come a long way since my freshman year. Overall, I have learned a tremendous
amount from Modem. I feel comfortable in my own body, and I now can produce movement I
did not even know existed four years ago. I have matured and become more myself through this
process. I feel educated and ready to go out into the world and discover more new things,
whether through a job or in everyday life. I know LMU has prepared me for the next chapter in
my life. Modem dance is something I use every time I dance. The knowledge and skills I have
learned from this class I apply daily in my dance career. I feel very lucky to have been able to
take this course and to learn the things it has to offer. No matter where I dance, my training and
knowledge from LMU will stay with me forever. Emotionally, I am somewhat nervous to leave
this place that I ha'l:e called home for four years. However, at the same time I am excited to look
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Fishback 3
forward to experiencing all that the future may hold. Modem has helped prepare me, both
physically and mentally. I no longer look at my weaknesses as being such a negative. I can see
them as tools to help me improve. There is no need to be negative and critical. Dance is what
makes me happy, and I now know that I should always enjoy and embrace the opportunity to
move through space.
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What is Dance?

"The bod_y is shaped, disciplined, honored, and in time, trusted. "

Courtney Fishback
Senior Thesis
Dance Is Universal
"We dance for laughter, we dance for tears, we dance for madness, we dance for fears,
we dance for hopes, we dance for screams, we are the dancers, we create the dreams."
(Anonymous quote) When someone asks the question, "What is two plus two?" the answer is
clear and unambiguous. "The sum of two plus two i,s four." There are no shades of gray in the
correct answer to such a question. However, if someone were to ask what the words "healthy
balance in life" mean, there are a number of different, and equally correct, answers. How one
person feels about the phrase "healthy balance in life" may be quite different from what another
person feels. When a question leaves room for interpretation, there is no single correct answer.
This room for interpretation is what makes for interesting answers to the question, "What is
dance?" This question does not lend itself to an easy or straightforward answer. One can try to
give a technical definition of the elements of dance or to define different techniques and styles
that are considered to be included within the art form understood to be "dance". One can go
back in history and research how what we now call dance has been important in different
cultures over the centuries. In his book, Understanding Dance, Graham Mcfee addresses the
task implied in his title by using ideas from philosophy. He takes the position that neither the
term "dance" nor the term "art" can be defmed. (67, 15-21). Whether or not one agrees with
McFee's arguments, there clearly is no simple answer to the question, "What is dance?"
Movement of the body is the foundation of dance, from the smallest movement of the
chest lifting due to breathing to the dramatic sweeping movement of a principal ballerina. There
are a number of different technical definitions of dance. For instance, it is possible to define
dance as the movement of the human body through space. However, movement of the human
body alone is not enough to qualify as dance. In considering the question "What is Dancing?"

Fishback 2
Joan Schlaich and Betty DuPont state: "Technique is not enough. By itself it is not dancing.
Being able to do an array of steps technically well, even brilliantly, is not dancing." (88) They
make the point that, although the mechanics of dance can be taught, the thing that makes a jump
or a turn into dance comes from inside the student. If the magic is not inside, a dance teacher can
only hope to produce an excellent technician. "No amount of good teaching can take the place of
a natural affinity for movement and dance." (Schlaich and DuPont 90)
McFee challenges the idea put forth by others that dance is a "special kind of movement"
and that its distinctiveness lies in the way we look at the movement. This position would define
dance as "aestheticized movement". McFee uses the simple example of a person who is
sweeping a floor with a broom, but who is doing so in a graceful, elegant, and fluid way. An
observer might be distracted from the purpose of the sweeping by the grace and line of the
movement. However, if the sweeper's purpose is to clean the floor but the room ends up not
being cleaned, then it was bad sweeping, however gracefully done. More importantly, even
though the sweeper's movements are aesthetic, that person has not engaged in "dance" (as we
understand that term), if the purpose of the movement was the hygienic one of cleaning the floor.
In contrast, McFee would have us consider a dance piece in which the choreographer chooses to
use a sweeping motif and indeed may even have the dancer literally use a broom as a prop. For
Mcfee, this is not sweeping at all, rather it is dance. And the movement is still dance (and not
sweeping), " . . . even if the performance area [the floor of the stage] ends up being remarkably
clean." The difference, according to McFee is in the interest, importance, or value which the
observer attaches to the movement. In the case where the action actually is sweeping, the only
real value attached by society is that of a clean floor. In the second case (on stage), the
movement has been transformed into whatever interest, importance, or value society attaches to
art. This highlights that the meaning of human actions changes as the context changes. The
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Fishback 3
meaning of the movement can only be understood by applying a set of rules and experiences that
the audience brings to observation of the actions of the sweeper (or the dancer). (McFee 51-52)
Another technical definition of dance is "movement (a series of gestures) performed in
such a way that the use of energy or force (weight and flow) in time and through space leads to
literal or abstract expression. (Course Lecture by Judith Scalin, To Dance Is Human, 2006)
Dance can be performed with or without music. It can be done alone or as part of a group of
dancers. It can be performed for oneself or as a performance for an audience of others. Dance
can be used to convey a message as a form of non-verbal communication. This communication
possibility highlights the difference between the dancer who is performing the dance and the
members of the audience who are observing the dance. One way to explore this distinction is to
ask the question, "What is the job of the dancer?" A dancer is meant to product the movement
that is intended by the choreographer or by the dance itself. A choreographer constructs a piece
and has a vision of what he or she wants the dancer to portray on a stage. To turn the
choreographer's vision into reality, the dancer must be aware that the body is the key element in
the movement. The instrument of dance is the human body. Kinesiology is the scientific study
of the body's movement capabilities. The language of dance is through kinesthetic movement.
To become a dancer, a person learns how to connect the body and the mind to work together as a
cohesive unit. This connection is something that can be found in other movements in life, not
just in dance. Schlaich and DuPont interviewed a number of teachers and artists and included
the following advice: "Do not separate dance as a special thing all by itself. It is life. It is
exactly what one does." (89)
There is a difference between dance as a performing art and other types of visual art, such
as painting and sculpture. McFee points out that a performing art such as dance involves events,
which are in the flow of time and occur only at particular moment. As a performing art, dance

Fishback 4
can only be encountered when an observer attends a performance. This also implies the
possibility of differences between two performances of the same piece. In contrast, a painting or
a sculpture, once created, is fixed in time. Unlike a dance piece, these visual arts do not depend
on being performed at a moment in time to be brought into completeness. (Mcfee 88, 89)
Another author also has compared modem dance to the visual art form ofpainting: "Like
Picasso, Matisse, and other modernist painters, modem dancers created new ways for people to
see themselves, from disjointed, angular composites of body parts to colorful, rounded, fluid
outlines." (Foulkes 3) A person who observes a painting by Picasso or Matisse may be
prompted to look at himself or herself differently, just as attending the performance ofa modem
dance piece may cause different members of the audience to experience similar introspection.
Because it does not depend on a spoken language, dance has the power to connect people
who are from different cultures. It allows for communication between people of all cultures and
across all time periods and places. Dance can be a tool used to teach commonality. Even though
people may come from different backgrounds and places and may speak different languages, all

..

human beings have in common their bodies. Therefore, one of the commonalities among all
people is the movement ofthe body itself. Each body is different and provides a unique vehicle
for the rhythm of an individual's life. Each person is affected by both heredity and environment.
In the case ofa dancer, both genetic make-up and cultural and social surroundings affect the
dancer's perception ofhis or her personal instrument. What does it mean to be alive? Being
alive starts with breathing. Then, the physical body begins to move at a very early stage oflife.
Babies begin to crawl and discover different pathways ofmovement that occur naturally in the
sequences of patterning in their own bodies. All bodies are different "To make willful
relationships, all these influence dance themes and how people dance." (Scalin, 2006)
Dance is not limited to professional dancers or to students of dance. Because human
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Fishback 5
beings are capable of body movement, all people can engage in dance. Most cultures have dance
embedded into their traditions. This may be the use of dance to communicate a wish to the
culture's gods, or simply to celebrate an important event such as a wedding. In many cultures,
dance is considered a social act. Dance is well known in society today as a form of social
interaction between two people. In this context, dance constitutes communicating through body
movement and expression. Another social aspect of dance is represented by a group of friends
going to a club. Choosing to dance in this group setting does not require technique classes or
preparation, as it is presumed that each member of the group can choose to engage in this type of
dance. This use of dance is meant to bring people together and to provide enjoyment for those
who dance and for those who observe.
Why is the social aspect of dance so popular? Dance appeals to people because it is
about their own bodies. In the social form of dance, people can move their bodies freely without
having to concentrate and without worrying about mastering a technique or skill. Although both
are called by the name "dance," this social aspect of dance is in sharp contrast to the movements
performed by technically trained dancers who practice specific techniques, such as ballet,
modern, or jazz. These highly defined and specific movements require focused intellectual
thought and body awareness. Dance also is popular because it has become a trend in the health
and exercise industry. Dance incorporates the whole body, allowing the body to benefit in a
number of ways. Dance requires the body to be strong and to move in ways that many other
athletic activities do not. Dance increases core stability and muscle awareness.
Historical findings demonstrate that dance has been an important part of cultures for
centuries. McFee contends that whether a particular sequence of movements is (or is not)
"dance" depends in some way on whether it was called "dance" by the society which gave rise to
it. (287) However one defines dance, how does it fit into the society of today? If one were to

Fi.shback 6
ask this question of a person who does not have regular contact with dance, his or her answer
would be quite different from that of a professional dancer or a serious dance student. People
relate to dance in a number of ways, including phys�ally, emotionally, and spiritually. These
different aspects of dance can take time and study to fully understand. Appreciating the meaning
of dance is a lifetime process of seeing, recognizing, and understanding everything dance has to
offer a human being, whether as a dancer or as an observer. Dance cannot be limited to a single
definition. The answer to "What is dance?" will always leave room for interpretation. This
allows each human being to relate to dance in a unique and personal way.

Fishback 7
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Courtney Fishback
Aesthetic Statement
May 9, 2008

Dance Brings Me Joy
In order to define what I enjoy in watching dance, I believe I first need to define
who I am and how my personality affects my personal preferences. Throughout my
college dance career, I have often asked myself the question, "what is beautiful?" How
does one define what is beautiful - not only in outward appearance but also beyond what
the eye can see? In order to get to a place where one appreciates beauty, a person has to
feel. Thisfeeling is something the observer cannot see. It does begin with something that
a person notices through observing actions, but it depends on being able to sense
emotions. Yes, one can see the action itself or the effect of an emotion on a person's
face, but what is truly behind that? To be able to experience beauty, the observer must go
beyond his or her eyes and use the heart. This is the place where I find beauty in people.
As a human being, I believe it is my responsibility to see the beauty in life. I try
to find what is beautiful in everything. Beauty comes in many shapes and sizes. As a
dancer, I feel it is my job to see beauty in movement. What should a dancer bring to the
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art of dance? Each dancer has many things to bring to a performance. The most
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important thing is to bring a love for what the dancer is doing. It also is important for a
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dancer to commit to the movement. Whether it be concert work or dancing on a cruise
ship, a dancer must "own" his or her personal movement. Being able to interpret the
visual aspect of music is very important. As dancers, we are meant to use the instrument
of dance (our bodies) to make music come to life through the movement of the human
body. I also believe that the dancer is meant to give. The audience has the role of
accepting the gift of dance, letting the beauty fill them up and emich their own feelings.
Within my own personality, I find commonalties between my own lifestyle and
what I like to see in a show or a performance. I enjoy strong bodies on stage. I prefer to
watch dancers who are strong and fit. I do not particularly enjoy watching extremely thin
dancers. I also prefer to watch men and women dancers interacting on stage. I believe
the reason behind this preference in dance pieces is because I enjoy interacting with both

�

men and women in life. I find it interesting to see things on stage that can be related to

�

everyday life. In my own professional work, this type of beauty in dance is represented
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when I feel an emotion because of an action or a movement. One of the reasons I love
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Fishback 2
working for the Walt Disney Company is because of those moments when I experience
interactions with others. I not only relate to my fellow performers but, because we
perform in front of a live audience every day, we also get to see what our show does for
people who are guests at the theme park. I find beauty in having these connections with
members of the audience.
Aspects of dance that do not speak to me personally are embodied in the phrase,
"showing off." I do not enjoy watching dancers who are simply dancing for themselves.
I do not find beauty in performances by dancers who are obviously selfish or self
absorbed. It is difficult to appreciate a performance when I !mow the dancer is not a
giving individual. I believe that dance is a gift. The dancer's job is to give, not take.
The art of dance should not be about the dancer, it should be about the artistic piece itself
and the emotional impact it can make on the audience. Unfortunately, some aspects of
society today seem to make dance about the dancer and not about the art form. Some
parts of the music video and entertainment industries have taken dance and turned it into
something shallow and valueless. There is no depth or beauty to dance when it is turned
into a tabloid-type focus on the individual rather than on the artistic value of the
movement itself. I do not believe dancers should be dancing for attention to themselves.
Instead, I am a strong believer that dancers should be dancing for others.
Music plays an important role in my preferences in dance. Although I enjoy
watching dance put to many different types of music, I appreciate a dance piece when the
music is particularly well suited to the movement. I believe there is a time and place for
everyone at some point to enjoy dance. When it comes to technique, I most enjoy
watching dancers who are college-trained dancers, and who therefore have a modern and
a ballet base to their craft. This base means that the dancers are kinesthetically aware of
their own bodies and can maintain a healthy alignment while dancing.
There have been specific times at LMU when I have realized I am developing my
personal perspective on dance. For example, when I took dance history at LMU, I
learned that, in the beginning, ballet was seen as perfection. I believe this idea of
perfection has carried though the years and into the mindset of dancers today. I feel very
fortunate to have had a ballet teacher who told me that I can practice ballet without trying
to be perfect. There are times when I would watch a ballet piece, and it would make me
feel inadequate and not accomplished as a dancer. Working through the process of being
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Fishback 3
self-critical is something I have been improving on ever since I got to LMU. I am happy
to say I feel I have made significant progress in this area.
For me, a word that describes ballet is structure. Ballet has a specific purpose for
dancers. It creates awareness in the dancer's body and requires the dancer to control the
muscles and to work on proper alignment. Just because ballet is structured does not mean
there is no room for artistry. From the beginning of a ballet class when the dancers are at
the barre, ballet gives dancers the opportunity to speak without words. The body is being
trained to move in this technique that contains so much grace and elegance. Until my last
year, I never saw my own work in ballet in the proper perspective. I now have learned
that, even though I personally will not become a ballerina, this does not mean I cannot be
a dancer and enjoy watching all forms of dance .
The structure of ballet is the basis for other forms of dance. Ballet technique is
not only beautiful in itself, but it is extremely helpful with the other techniques of dance .
I now enjoy training in ballet, because I can see how this training affects my Modem and
jazz dancing. I have been working at Disneyland since March of 2007, and I hope to
continue working there after I graduate. When I am at work, I find myself very happy. I
am happy because I am performing and also because I have a part in making families
happy. I realize that, in the dance world outside the educational setting, it is up to me to
take care of myself as a dancer and to train correctly. I am able to apply what I have
learned in college directly to my outside job. This is a great gift, and I am very thankful
to have been given the opportunity to receive my college training in dance.
Another specific technique that is aesthetically pleasing to me is Modem dance.
Modem dance technique introduces the key elements of body movement, the six
elements of body connectivity. Some of these concepts are more natural to me than
others. The first element that is very important for me to do personally and also for me to
see in dance is the element of breathing. Beginning with my freshman year at LMU, I
have focused on improving my breathing patterns when I move. Breathing is a part of all
movement, so I do not have to be in the studio formally training on a specific technique
in order to be working on my breathing. Breath is a key element, not only because it
keeps the body alive physically, but also because it is the foundation of the body's
connections in movement.
In Modem dance, I enjoy seeing focus as the true initiation of the movement.

Fishback 4
Performers seem alive and committed when they demonstrate the effects of focus.
Sometimes I get caught up in being a technician (trying to produce a specific movement)
rather than an artist. I have been working on artistry the past few years and trying to find
my own art. One of the most challenging things for me in dance is finding the balance
between producing the movement technically well, while also being an individual artist.
Sometimes, I want to be a good technical dancer so badly that I forget to enjoy myself.
There is always a passion there to do well in dance, to be a good dancer. But I find
myself asking, what does that really mean? What does it mean to be a "good dancer"?
As I get ready to graduate, I find this question going through my mind more and more.
The process of discovery has only begun. I look forward to each new day because I get
to have new experiences through dance.
No matter how much I practice or train, I love to produce movement. Whether it
is a good day or a bad day, in the end, dance is what I love to do. It no longer matters so
much to me as to my personal level of talent or skill. I love moving, and I love the way it
makes me feel. The technical elements and the choreographic choices are of course very
important parts of dance. However, passion for the art form is not something that can be
taught. I have been blessed with truly amazing professors at LMU who have taught me
so much. I am very thankful for the opportunity to simply be myself and to learn. I
believe the hunger to learn and the desire to do one's best comes from inside the dancer.
My classes and my experiences at LMU have taken my passion for dance and guided it to
a new level that I was not even aware of when I started out. I feel like I now know what I
enjoy and what I do and do not prefer when it comes to dance, both as a dancer and as an
observer.
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Cou rtney Fishback - Standby High School Musical 2
Must Know The Following 6 Roles:
cheer 1
cheer 2
Sottball Girl
Vacation Girl
Sass!J Girl

Lava Springs Girl

Courtney Fishback - Standby Pixar Play
Must know the Following23 Roles:
Monster Kids (2)
.E>o Peep (Character)
.E>uzz Girl (4)
Princess Atta (character)
U mbrella .E>ug (2)
I ncredible Girl (4)
Mrs. I ncredible (Character)
Dor!J (Puppet)
Jell!J Fish Girl (?)

Car Wash Girl (2)
Rope (2)

Courtney Fishback - Track 33 Fantasmic
.E>ack Monke!J , Pirate, Dale

Speech Given at LMU Senior Showcase April 27, 2008
Welcome back everyone, my name is Courtney Fishback and I would like to introduce to you
my boss . . . .
Now many of you may recognize him from your childhood and some of you may be a little bit jealous because he is a
multi billionaire. I have been lucky enough to work for him for over a year now. To me, this little mouse represents the
foundation of the Walt Disney Company. A company that started over 50 years ago with the goals and aspirations to
make families happy. I have found through my job that these classic traditions and values are something I hope to
hold onto throughout my life. This past semester I have been working over 30 hours a week at the Disneyland resort.
In this time I have gone to many auditions, worked through hours and hours of rehearsals and special events as well
as being cast in five shows. At work I get to dance and perform in front of a live audience five days a week.
Since I wanted my thesis to be something unique and memorable.
I decided to record and analyze my experience as a performer.

Ever since I c an remember I have always been that stereo typical "Disney girl." you know that girl who is very
positive, always happy, and truly believes that everything will work out in the end. I can tell you that working for
Disney is unlike any other job or experience. The opportunity to see the smiling faces of children and families
everyday is just one of the many gifts it has given me. It has taught me that the work I do is about the audience and
how they feel. As a performer, I believe that dance is about giving to others. I hope to work for this little mouse for a
long time. On behalf of me and my boss and all that he represents, I truly believe that dreams can come true.
Thank you. And Thank You (Mickey Mouse)

(J)isney <R.f,fiearsa[<Process:
Week 1 :
Monday January 14' 2008:
Pixar Play Cast Meeting
Time: 8:00 - 1 2:00 am
This meeting consisted of a visual presentation of what the creators had in store
for the new show. We met the choreographers and directors. We were given an
overview of expectations, rehearsal schedule, and safety.
Tuesday January 1 5, 2008:
Pixar Play Finding Nemo Unit Rehearsal
Time: 8:00 - 1 2:00 am
Wednesday January 16. 2008:
Pixar Play Finding Nemo Unit Rehearsal
Time: 8:00 - 12:00 am
Thursday January 1 7, 2008:
Missed Finding Nemo Unit Rehearsal due to
LMU Delta Gamma Women's Recruitment
Friday January 1 8, 2008:
LMU Delta Gamma Women's Recruitment
Saturday January 19, 2008:
LMU Delta Gamrria Women's Recruitment
Sunday January 20, 2008:
LMU Delta Gamma Women's Recruitment

..
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.... Week 2:

Monday January 21, 2008:
Pixar Play Toy Story Unit & Monster Unit Rehearsal
Time: 8:00 - 12:00 am
Roles Needed to Learn: Monster Kid 1, 2 and Buzz Girl 1, 2, 3, 4
We were taught the chorus of "Countdown to fun" as well as the entire parade
route. Tonight was overwhelming.
Tuesday January 22, 2008:
8:00 pm Fitting for Fantasmic costume
Tried on my monkey and pirate costume
Pixar Play Toy Story Unit and Monster Unit Rehearsal
Time: 8:00 - 12:00 am
I focused on the Buzz Girl rehearsal.
There was not enough time to learn the Monster routine.
We continued to rehearse chorus choreography and went over blocking.
Wednesday January 23, 2008:
Pixar Play: Review Day
Time: 8 :00 - 12:00 am
Thursday January 24. 2008:
Pixar Play Incredibles Unit
Time: 8:00 - 12:00 am
Friday January 25, 2008:
My 22nd Birthday
Performed 6 shows in High School Musical
Went out to Dinner with my parents, Ryan, Scott, and Darla
Saturday January 26, 2008:
Performed 6 shows in High School Musical
Sunday January 27, 2008:
Day off, slept most of the day, was very tired

Week 3:
Monday January 28, 2008:
Pixar Play Toy Story Unit & Monster Unit Rehearsal
Time: 8:00 - 1 2:00 am
We did a run through back stage (a mock parade route)
I focused on the Buzz Girl Role
Tuesday January 29, 2008:
Pixar Play Toy Story Unit & Monster Unit Rehearsal
Time: 8:00 - 12:00 am
We did a run through back stage (a mock parade route)
I focused on the Buzz Girl Role
Wednesday January 30, 2008:
Pixar Play Umbrella Bug, Cars, and Incredibles Rehearsal
Time: 8:00 - 12:00 am
This was an overwhelming night; I tried on the full costume for Mrs. Incredible
and drove the hovercraft in costume. I went in and out of the Bug and Cars
Rehearsal and tried to learn as much choreography as I could.
Thursday January 3 1, 2008:
Fantasmic Monkey Rehearsal
Time: 8:00 - 1 :00 am
I love the way Fantasmic runs their rehearsals. It is very professional and to the
point. Since the show has been around since 1992, all the kinks are out and they
know what they want. This rehearsal went really well. Quite a work out ©
Friday February 1, 2008:
High School Musical 2 (6 shows)
Time: 1 1 :30 pm - 6:30 pm
Fantasmic Rehearsal:
Time: 8:00 pm - 1 :00 am
Mark Twain/ Banner Training
Saturday February 2, 2008:
Fantasmic Pirate Rehearsal
Time: 8:00 pm to 1 :00 am
Sunday February 3, 2008:
Fantasmic Monkey Rehearsal
Time: 8 :00 pm - 1 :00 am

Week 4:

Monday February 4, 2008:
Performed 6 shows in High School Musical 2
Time: 1 1 :30 am - 6:30 pm
Pixar Play Rehearsal: Nemo Unit
Time: 8:00 pm - 12:00 am
Tuesday February 5, 2008:
Pixar Play Rehearsal: Nemo Unit
Time: 8:00 pm - 1 :00 am
Wednesday February 6. 2008:
Pixar Play Rehearsal: Bug's Life, Cars, and Nemo Units
Time: 8 :00 pm - 1 :00 am
Thursday February 7, 2008:
Pixar Play Rehearsal: Toy Story, Monster Inc, Bug's Life, Cars, and Nemo Units
Time: 8:00 pm - 1 :00 am
Friday February 8, 2008:
Perfonned 6 shows in High School Musical 2
Time: 1 1 :30 am - 6:30 pm
Saturday Februaiy 9. 2008:
Fantasmic Rehearsal
Time: 1 1 :00 pm - 4:00 am
Pirate Ship Blocking
Sunday February 10, 2008:
Pixar Play Rehearsal (Full Cast)
Time: 2:00 pm - 6:00 pm
This Rehearsal was long, we went over every unit and re learned the show stop.
Fantasmic Rehearsal Mark Twain Blocking
Time: 1 1 :00 pm - 4:00 am
Tonight was fun, we learned the blocking of the banner routine. Dale is on the first
level of the Mark Twain.

Week 5 (Detai led)
::M.orulay re6ruary 1 1, 2008

Time:
8:00 - 1 2:00 Pixar Play Rehearsal
Car Time:
Left Laguna Hills at 7: 10 pm
Hardly any traffic
Arrived and clocked in at 7:55 pm
What Happened:
Warm up with everyone in rehearsal, then we broke off into our small groups to
focus on individual units. This evening we focused on the Incredibles unit. We
learned a new choreographic approach to traveling down the parade route.
In this role I play Helen, who is Mrs. Incredible. We drive a mini float called
hovercrafts. We began training, how to drive them and move them down the
parade route. After training, we danced without the hovercraft. Fred and Scotty
taught us blocking and some choreography.
Part Learned: Helen: Mrs. Incredible (Character)

<Tuesday Pe6ruary 12, 2008

Time:
7:00 Pixar Play Fitting
8:00 - 1 2 :00 Pixar Play Rehearsal
Car Time:
Left Stewart Avenue at 5:30 pm
A lot of traffic tonight
Arrived and clocked in at 6:58 pm
What Happened:
Tried on Bug Unit Costume and Cars Unit Costume
Fitting and took a picture in each costume
Warm up with everyone in rehearsal, then we broke off into our small groups fo
focus on individual units. This evening we focused on the Finding Nemo ·unit. We
learned a new choreographic approach to traveling down the parade route. We
danced with and without the puppets. We went through an exercise were we
danced as the puppet. The purpose of this run through was for us to become our
character. We also worked with a puppeteer. He taught us how to make the
puppet seem alive, and not just a "fish on a stick"
Part Learned: Dory (Puppet)

Wednesday Pebruary 13, 2008

Time:
8:00 - 1 2:00 Pixar Play Rehearsal

Car Time:
Left Laguna Hills at 7: 10 pm
Hardly any traffic
Arrived and clocked in at 7:55 pm
What Happened:
Wann up with everyone in rehearsal, then we broke off into our small groups to
focus on individual units. This evening we focused on the Incredibles unit. We
learned a new choreographic approach to traveling down the parade route.
In this role I play Helen, who is Mrs. Incredible. We drive a mini float called
hovercrafts. We focused on actually running the entire unit on a practice parade
route.
Part Learned: Helen: Mrs. Incredible (Character)

<Tliursday Pe6ruary 14, 2008

Time:
8:00 - 1 2:00 Pixar Play Rehearsal

Car Time:
Left Los Angeles at 6: 10 pm
So much traffic
An·ived and clocked in at 8 :07 pm
What Happened:
I was late tonight which was very annoying. The traffic was terrible coming from
LA. I barely made it to the last 8 count of warm ups. The Ratatouille unit and
Incredibles unit rehearsed tonight. Still practicing the role of Mrs. Incredible, I
was able to put on the full costume and run through an actual parade route.

I
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w e e k 6 (D eta i l ed)
<Jvlonday Pe6ruary 18, 2008

Time:
6:00 pm - 1 1 :00 pm Pixar Play Rehearsal
1 1 :45 pm - 5 :OC am Fantasmic Rehearsal
Car Time:
Left Laguna Hills at 5 : 1 5
Hardly any traffic
Arrived and clocked in at 5 : 5 5 pm
What Happened:
We went straight to the DCA warehouse. I focused on all the units. I obsehed the
other performers and how they interpreted the choreography and style of their
characters. We worked on the show stop. Went to Fantasmic rehearsal to go over
track 33 on the water.
Part Focused on:
Nemo Unit: Dory Puppet and Jelly fish girls 1,2,3
Female Bug dancer spot 1 and 2
Helen (Mrs. Incredible)
Track 3 3 - Fantasmic

rtuesday Pe6ruary 19, 2008

Time:
6:00 pm - 1 1 :00 pm Pixar Play Rehearsal
Car Time:
Left Los Angeles at 4:20 pm
A lot of traffic
Arrived and clocked in at 5:55 pm
What Happened:
Warm up with everyone in rehearsal, then we broke off into our small groups to
focus on individual units. I focused on the Bugs, Incredible, and Nemo Unit
Part Learned:
Nemo Unit: Dory Puppet and Jelly fish girls 1,2,3
Female Bug dancer spot 1 and 2
Helen (Mrs. Incredible)

Wednesday Pe_6rua:ry 20, 2008

Time:
6:00 pm - 1 1 :00 pm Pixar Play Rehearsal
10:00 pm - 3 :00 am Fantasmic Rehearsal
Car Time:
Left at 4:30
A lot of traffic
Arrived and clocked in at 5:55 pm
What Happened:
Warm up with everyone in rehearsal halls. We went to the DCA Warehouse we
focused on the show stop. I focused on the Cars and Toys Unit. We focused on a
dress rehearsal for Fantasmic. We ran the Columbia scene and the mark twain
scene in full costume. It was a little scary at first because I had never been in full
costume before.
Part Learned:
Toy Unit: Buzz Girl 1 ,2,3,4
Cars Unit: Carwash Girls 1 ,2,3,4 & Rope Right & Left
Track 33 - Fantasmic

Thursday Pe6ruary 21, 2008

Time:
6:00 pm - 10:00 pm Pixar Play Rehearsal
10:00 pm - 3 :00 am Fantasmic Rehearsal
Car Time:
Left Los Angeles at 4:20 pm
A lot of traffic
Arrived and clocked in at 5:55 pm
What Happened:
Warm ups in the rehearsal hall. Today we practiced the Cars and Toys unit on the
parade route. Our Fantasmic rehearsal was cancelled due to the rain.
Part Learned:
Toy Unit: Buzz Girl 1,2,3,4
Cars Unit: Carwash Girls 1 ,2,3,4 & Rope Right & Left

....
Priday Pe6ruary 22, 2008

Time:
1 1 :45 pm - 5 :00 am Fantasmic Rehearsal
Car Time:
Left Laguna Hills at 1 1 :00 pm
No traffic
Arrived and clocked in at 1 1 :40 pm
What Happened:
Tonight we warmed up and went over Columbia contingences. We ran through
different versions of what to do when something goes wrong or we have to stop
choreography.
Part Learned:
Track 33

Saturday Pe6ruary 23, 2008

Time:
1 1 :45 pm - 5 :00 am Fantasmic Rehearsal
Car Time:
Left Laguna Hills at 1 1 :00 pm
No traffic
Arrived and clocked in at 1 1 :40 pm
What Happened:
Warmed up in the rehearsal hall. Went over the stage finale version of the show.
Which is where all the character do the banner routine on the island due to the
Mark Twain not being available.
Part Learned:
Track 33

Sunday Pe6ruary 24, 2008

No Rehearsals scheduled!

week 7 (Detailed):
9,1.orufay Pe6ruary 25, 2008:

Time:
1 1 :30 - 6:30 High School Musical
7:00 pm - 12:00 pm Pixar Play Rehearsal
Car Time:
Left Laguna Hills at 10 :45 am
Hardly any traffic
Arrived and clocked in at 1 1 :25 am
What Happened:
Performed in 6 shows
Street Rehearsal for Monsters Unit, Bugs Unit Incredible Unit, and Nemo Unit.

rr'uesday Pe6ruary 26, 2008:

Time:
7:00 pm - 12:00 pm Pixar Play Rehearsal
Car Time:
Left Los Angeles at 4:30 pm
A lot of traffic
Arrived and clocked in at 6:55 pm
What Happened:
Street Rehearsal for Rat Unit, Cars Unit, and Toy Unit. The music has been
changed for the toy unit. So the choreography and blocking has to change.

Wednesday Pe6ruary 27, 2008:

Time:
5:00 pm - 12:00 pm Pixar Play Rehearsal
Car Time:
Left Laguna Hills at 4:00 pm
Not too much traffic
Anived and clocked in at 5 :05 pm
What Happened:
Toy Unit rehearsal
Full cast street rehearsal. Tonight was chaos. So much going on and not enough
communication.

11iursday Pe6ruary 28, 2008:

Time:
8:00 pm - 1 :00 am Fantasmic Rehearsal
Car Time:
Left Los Angeles at 6:00 pm
A lot of traffic
Arrived and clocked in at 7:55 pm
What Happened:
Full cast stage finale rehearsal
Part Learned:
Track 33 we danced on the stage of the island. It was scary walking up the stairs in
the dark in costume. The show director helped me in and out of the blocking.

Saturday 9rt_arcfz 1, 2008:

Time:
1 1 :30 am - 6:40 pm High School Musical
1 1 :45 pm - 5:00 am Fantasmic Rehearsal
Car Time:
Left Laguna hills at 10:50 am
No traffic
Arrived and clocked in at 1 1 :25 am
What Happened:
Performed in 6 shows as a cheerleader the first show and the softball girl in the 2nd
and 3 rd shows. In Fantasmic rehearsal we did a full run through. It went really
well. I did the monkey routine on the barge. It was a little slippery. Then ran to the
Columbia took off my monkey costwne then did the pirate scene, then ran to the
Mark Twain jumped into my Dale costume and performed the finale. Fantasmic is
my favorite show to perform.

Sunday 9rt_arch 2, 2008:

Time:
3 :30 - 6:30 Pixar Play Fitting
6:30 pm - 10:00 pm High School Musical Special Event Rehearsal
Car Time:
Left Laguna Hills at 2:45 pm
Hardly any traffic
Arrived and clocked in at 3 :25 pm
What Happened:
Arrived at work and waited to be fitted. During rehearsal we blocked through the
new version of the show for the special event.

week 8 (Detai led):

__/Jdonday :Mardi 3, 2008

Time:
1 :30 pm - 6:00 pm High School Musical Special Event Rehearsal
6:00 pm - 12:00 pm Pixar Play Rehearsal
Car Time:
Left Laguna Hills at 12:45 pm
Arrived and clocked in at 1 :25 pm
What Happened:
High School musical rehearsal at the hotel.
Full cast dress rehearsal. Tonight was rather stressful. It was our first night with
costumes.

rtuesday :M.arcft 4, 2008
Time:
12:00 pm - 5:00 pm High School Musical
8:00 pm - 2:00 am Fantasmic Rehearsal
Car Time:
Left Laguna Hills at 1 1 :00 pm
Arrived and clocked in at 12:25 pm
What Happened:
The special event was a lot of fun. We performed the show in front of an audience
during their business conference meeting.
Fantasmic rehearsal was such a blast. I did two rotations in full costume. It was so
much fun, I feel ready to perform this show.
Part Learned:
In the event I was casted as Vacation Girl, for Fantasmic: Track 33

Wednesday :M.arcft 5, 2008
Time:
7:00 pm - 1 2:00 pm Pixar Play Rehearsal
Car Time:
Left Laguna Hills at 6: 1 5 pm
Arrived and clocked in at 6:55 pm
What Happened:
Full cast Pixar Play dress rehearsal. Another night of rehearsing with full costume.
I rehearsed Rope first show and Buzz girl second show.
Part Learned: Rope and Buzz Girl #3

7'/iursday <Jvt.arcli 6, 2008
Time:
3:00 pm - 1 2:00 pm Pixar Play Rehearsal
Car Time:
Left Laguna Hills at 2:00 pm
Arrived and clocked in at 2:58 pm
What Happened:
Incredible rehearsal & Hoover craft training.
Incredible Girls new routine was presented to us. The car wash girls have been cut
and moved to the Incredible unit. This means that there are no more dancers in the
cars unit, they are not at the incredible unit. This also means we had to learn a
whole new routine and a whole new blocking. Last dress rehearsal! I observed the
first run and rehearsed rope the second run.
Part Learned:
Mrs. Incredible
Incredible Girls 1 , 2, 3, 4

Priday <Jvt.arc/i 7, 2008

(fantasmic Opens!)

Time:
3 :00 pm - 7:00:00 pm Pixar Play NEMO unit Rehearsal
Car Time:
Left Laguna Hills at 2: 1 5 pm
Arrived and clocked in at 2:57 pm
What Happened :
We rehearsed at the DCA warehouse.
We worked on making the puppets look real and finalizing choreography.

Sunday <Jvt.arcli 9, 2008 ·
1 1 :30 am - 6:30 pm High School Musical
Performed in 6 shows

'

-:Monaay 9vf.arcli 10, 2008

week 9:

Time:
10:00 -. 7:30 High School Musical & Pixar Play Soft Opening

Wednesday 9vf.arcli 12, 2008 · ·

Time:
3 :30 pm - 7:30 pm Pixar Play Soft Opening

Prufay 9vf.arcli 14, 2008

Time:
3 :30 - 7:30 •pm Pixar Play Opening Day

Sat1;1,rday :Marcli 15, 2008

Time:
, 10;00- 7:30 pm High School Musical & Pixar Play

Sunaay 9vf.arcli 1 6, 2008

·

Time:
10:00- 7 :30 pm High eychool Musical & Pixar Play
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Disney Entertainment Productio11s
Casual Regular Status Information
If chosen for a Casual Regular status upgrade, thefollowing is a summary ofyour
responsibilities and benefits:

-----· �
Your Responsibiiities
Required Hours
♦ Casual Regular work status requires availability to work Friday evenings after 6pm, all day on
Saturday and Sunday.
♦ Fully available for all peak seasons, holidays, private parties, and special events throughout the
year (available to work and five days over a seven day workweek) .
♦ As casual regular you may provide additional availability outside of the required availability.
♦ Alternative part-time availability may be required or agreed upon based on business need for
hourly non union roles or as defined in individual collective bargaining agreements for union
roles .

Assigned Duties
You must fulfill the job requirements of your position and work all shifts assigned to you. You must submit a
preference form and keep a current form on file in scheduling. Please see your department handbook for
details of your job requirements.
If the above requirements are met, you are entitled to the following benefits:
Benefits administered here at the Disneyland Resort:
Holiday Pay:
You will be eligible for Holiday Pay under certain conditions by working the actual holiday. (5 paid
holidays a calendar year including, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New
Years Eve.)
J11ry Duty:
After one year at a Regular work status, you will be eligible to receive compensation for work mifs.0.J
tccause of Jury Duty, up to 20 days in one year.

�

Main Gate Pass:
After three months at a Regular work status, you will be eligible to receive a Main Gate Pass
allowing limited sign-in privileges.

,-;/

Bereavement Leave:
Regular cast members are eligible for this benefit for an immediate family member. (HR administers
this policy).
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Cast Member Copy
Ren1ove fron1 Application Packet
Keep For Your Records
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Hovercraft
•
•

Please Wear a helmet at all times
Check to make sure Drive-stop is ENGAGED (pushed IN towards the support
bar)
• Step onto hovercraft using the built in steps.
• Place dead-man switch lanyard onto wrist. Make sure Dead-man switch is
CONNECTED.
• DISENGAGE Drive-stop and place hands onto handle bars. Do not twist unless
ready to move.
o To Move forward: Both handles must be twisted forward (away from you)
at an equal amount at the same time
o To Move backwards: Both handles must be twisted backwards (toward
you) at an equal amount at the same time
o To Move in wide circle to Right: Right handle stays in neutral, Left handle
twists forward
o To Move in wide circle to Left: Left handle stays in Neutral, Right handle
twists forward
To
Move in small circle to Right: Twist the Left handle all the way
o
forward while at the same time twisting the Right handle all the way
backwards
o To Move in small circle to Left: Twist the Right handle all the way
forward while at the same time twisting the Left handle all the way
backwards
o To Slow to Stop: Both handles twist back into the neutral position or
Jetting go of all handles will allow the craft to come to a full stop
o Engaging the Drive-stop: will allow the craft to come to an immediate
stop.
o Dead-man Switch: While wearing the lanyard on your wrist and you fall
off the craft, the switch will separate allowing the craft to come to an
immediate stop
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WARNING: While driving DO NOT let go of the handlebars at any time unless
ENGAGING the drive stop.
•

To animate and wave, please come to a stop by placing your handles in the neutral
position.
• ENGAGE the Drive-stop and keep lanyard ON.
o Animate, when ready to drive again DISENGAGE Drive-Stop and place hands
onto handlebars.
• When you are finished driving, place handles into NEUTRAL position.
• ENGAGE Drive-stop, remove lanyard from wrist.
• Step out of the craft using the built in steps.
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•Persona( 'T'fiO'Ufjf,,t; 'Marcfi 2008
'Toaay '1founa out the show St'?}' is comyCete{y cut. 'This show has haaso
many chanaes. '1 am current(y aisayy 'ntea in a Cot ef thinas, '1 tru(y
thinf that tliere have 6een some 6aa decisions maae. '1 li'?Pe that '1 can
Cearnfrom tliis exyerience ani ayy (y it in thefuture.
'My thesis is meant to aocument my current exyerience as a worfinB
yeiformina. '1 liave Cearnea a Cotfrom my exyerience at 'Dis ey. '1 Cove
worfinB at 'Disne;1 ana h'?J'e to continue to work tfiere after araauation. '1
am notyroui ef Pixar Play. '1 am aisayyointea in the quality ef tlie sfi,ow.
'Tnis quality is sometliinB '1 h'?J'e to work on as my years continue in tfie
yaraae ieyartment. '1 ao not fife wliere tlie show is aoin8 current(y. Pe'?J'fe
are unliayyy witli it. 'This sliow is not as enjoya6fe as 'lfiah Schoo( 'Musica(
or 'Bfocf Party. '1 li'?Pe to one aay create a show tliat theyaraae
yeiformers anaauaiences Cove. '1 want the aancers to Cove worfinB ana Cove
yeiforminB everyaay. '1 liave fearnea tlirouah my interviews anamy own
yersonaCexyerience tliat one ef tlie areatestyarts efworkina at 'Disney is
6ein8 a6fe toyeiform everyaay. 'lt is truly a aift anaye'?J'Ce sliouU not
take itfor arantecC

Carolyn Gardner
Draft 1

1 -30-08

As of 1/30/08 Recordings

Pixar P l ay Parade
PARAD E SONG LYRICS

MUSIC: COUNTDOWN TO FUN (SECTION 1) - AL L U NITS
SINGERS (TRACK)
5 . . . 4 . . . 3 . . . 2 . . . 1 . . . GO!!!
OH YEAH!
JOIN IN TOGETHER! (WOO!)
YEAH, THAT'S THE WAY
ARE YOU READY FOR A PARTY?
THEN IT'S TIME TO G ET STARTED
IT'S THE PLAY PARADE --- LET'S GO!
COUNTDOWN TO FUN!
LET ME H EAR YOU SCREAM NOW--5 . . . 4 . . . . 3 . . . 2 . . . FUN!!
EVERYBODY SING ALONG
WE WANT TO H EAR THE WHOLE CROWD--
(SAY YEAH OH YEAH)
WELCOME TO OUR WORLD OF PLAY
COME ON IT'S TIME TO CELEBRATE
SO EVERYONE
COUNTDOWN TO FUN NOW!
5 . . . 4 . . . 3 . . . 2 . . . FUN!!!

1

MUSIC: BANG THE DRUM - MONSTERS, INC. U N IT
SINGER(S) (TRACK)
HEY, YEAH . . . (ALL RIGHT!)
COME ON AND BANG ON THE DRUM . . .
I DON'T WANNA WORK
(DON'T WANNA WORK)
I JUST WANNA BANG
ON THE DRUM ALL DAY
(JUST WANNA BANG ON THE DRUM)
I J UST WANNA PLAY (PLAY!)
I JUST WANNA BANG
ON THE DRUM ALL DAY
OH YEAH--EVER SINCE I WAS A TINY BOY
I DON'T WANT NO CANDY
I DON'T N EED NO TOY!
(HE DON'T NEED NO TOY!)
I TOOK A STICK AND
AN OLD COFFEE CAN
I BANG ON THAT THING
'TIL I GOT BLISTERS ON MY HAND
BECAUSEI DON'T WANNA WORK --- H EY!
I JUST WANNA BANG
ON THE DRUM ALL DAY
(THE DRUM ALL DAY!)
I JUST WANNA PLAY (PLAY!)
I JUST WANNA BANG
ON THE DRUM ALL DAY --- YEAH!
WHEN I GET OLDER
THEY THINK l'M A FOOL
(SUCH A FOOL!)
THE TEACH E R TOLD ME
I SHOULD STAY AFTER SCHOOL
SHE CAUGHT ME POU N D I N G
O N T H E DESK WITH M Y HANDS
(BOOM! BOOM! BOOM ! )
BUT M Y LICKS WAS SO HOT
I MADE THE TEACHER WANNA DANCE!
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I DON'T WANNA WORK
(DON'T WANNA WORK)
I JUST WANNA BANG
ON THE DRUM ALL DAY
I JUST WANNA PLAY
I JUST WANNA BANG
ON THE DRUM ALL DAY
OOO-HOO-HOO!!
I DON'T WANNA WORK!
MUSIC: COUNTDOWN TO FUN (SECTION 2) - ALL U NITS

SINGERS (TRACK)
PLAY, PLAY,
IT'S THE PLAY PARADE!
(YOU SAY IT!)
PLAY. PLAY
IT'S THE PLAY PARADE!
PLAY, PLAY
IT'S THE PLAY PARADE!
(YOUR TURN)
PLAY, PLAY
IT'S THE PLAY PARADE!
COUNTDOWN TO FUN!
LET M E HEAR YOU SCREAM NOW-5 . . . 4 . . . 3 . . . 2 . . . FUN!!
EVERYBODY SING ALONG (EVERYBODY)
WE WANT TO H EAR THE WHOLE CROWD--
(SAY YEAH, OH YEAH)
WELCOM E TO OUR WORLD OF PLAY!
COME ON, IT'S TIME TO CELEBRATE!
SO EVERYONE COUNTDOWN TO FUN
THE PLAY PARADE GOES ON AND ON
SO EVERYONE
COUNTDOWN TO FUN NOW!
5 . . . 4 . . . 3 . . . 2 . . . FUN!!!!

3

L

MUSIC: B U G S J U ST WANNA HAVE FUN - A BUG'S LIFE UNIT
SINGERS (TRACK)
A BUG'S LIFE
ISN'T SIMPLE AND FREE
WE'RE BUSY ALL DAY BENEATH THE FLOWERS AND TREES
WE WANNA SWING AND DANCE AND PLAY IN THE SUN!
OH BUGS, THEY WANNA HAVE FUN
(WANNA HAVE FUN)
OH BUGS JUST WANNA HAVE FUN!
THAT'S ALL
THEY REALLY WANT--
SOME FUN--WHEN THE WORKING DAY IS DONE
OH BUGS, THEY WANNA HAVE FUN!
(WANNA HAVE FUN)
OH-OH BUGS JUST WANNA HAVE F U N !
BUGS, THEY WANNA!
WANNA TO HAVE FUN! (WANNA HAVE FUN)
BUGS (WANNA HAVE)
WANNA HAVE . . .
W E WORK HARD AT THE HARVEST ALL DAY
WE WISH OUR LIFE WAS EASIER WITH PLENTY O F PLAY
(OF PLAY)
INSECTS, LIKE US, WE'RE NOT THE FORTUNATE ONES
OH BUGS, THEY WANNA HAVE F U N !
(WANNA HAVE FUN)
OH BUGS JUST WANNA HAVE F U N !
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THAT'S ALL
THEY REALLY WANT--
SOME FUN--WHEN THE WORKING DAY IS DONE
OH BUGS, THEY WANNA HAVE F U N !
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(WANNA HAVE FUN)
OH BUGS JUST WANNA HAVE F U N !
BUGS, THEY WANNA
WANNA TO HAVE FUN!
BUGS!
THEY WANNA HAVE . . .
BUGS!
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MUSIC: DON'T STOP ME NOW - THE INCREDIBLES U N IT
SI NGERS /TRACK)
DON'T STOPME NOW
l'M HAVING SUCH A GOOD TIME
l'M HAVING A BALL
DON'T STOP ME NOW
I F YOU WANNA HAVE A GOOD TIME
JUST G IVE ME A CALL
DON'T STOP ME NOW ('CAUSE l'M HAVING A GOOD TIME)
DON'T STOP ME NOW (YES, l'M HAVING A GOOD TIME)
I DON'T WANT TO STOP AT ALL!
I DON'T WANNA STOP!
I DON'T WANNA STOP!
DON'T STOP ME! DON'T STOP M E ! DON'T STOP ME!
HEY H EY H EY!
DON'T STOP ME! DON'T STOP ME! OOH OOH OOH (I LIKE IT!)
DON'T STOP ME! DON'T STOP ME!
HAVE A GOOD TIME! GOOD TIME!
DON'T STOP ME! DON'T STOP ME!

00000!

l'M BURNING THROUGH THE SKY YEAH!
TWO H UN DRED DEGREES
THAT'S WHY THEY CALL ME M ISTER FAHRENHEIT
l'M TRAV'LING AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT
I WANNA MAKE A SUPERSONIC MAN OUT OF YOU!
DON'T STOP ME NOW,
l'M HAVING SUCH A GOOD TIME
l'M HAVING A BALL!
DON'T STOP ME NOW!
IF YOU WANNA HAVE A GOOD T I M E
JUST G IVE M E A CALL!
DON'T STOP M E NOW! ('CAUSE l'M HAVING A GOOD TIME)
DON'T STOP ME NOW! (YES l'M HAVING A GOOD TIME)
I DON'T WANT TO STOP AT ALL!
I DON'T WANNA STOP!
I DON'T WANNA STOP!
DON'T STOP ME!

5

MUSIC: SEA CRUISE - FINDING N EMO UNIT
S I NGERS (TRACK)
HEY!
MMMM---OH YEAH!
LET'S GO ON A SEA CRUISE!
LET'S GO, LET'S GO, NOW!
OLD MAN RHYTHM IS IN MY SHOES
(IN MY SHOES)
NO USE T'SITTIN' AND A'SI NGIN' THE BLUES
(SI N G I N ' THE BLUES)
SO BE MY GUEST, YA GOT NOTH IN' TO LOSE
(NOTHIN' TO LOSE)
WON'T YA LET ME TAKE YOU ON A SEA CRUISE?
OO-EE (O0-EE)
OO-EE BABY
OO-EE (OO-EE)
OO-EE BABY
OO-EE (O0-EE)
OO-EE BABY
WON'T YA LET ME TAKE YOU ON A SEA CRUISE?
FEEL LIKE JUMPIN' -- BABY WON'T YA JOIN M E PLEASE?
(COME ON)
I DON'T LIKE BEGGIN' BUT l'M ON BENDED KNEE
OH YEAH, OH YEAH! (LET'S GO!)
I GOT TO GET T'ROCKIN GET MY HAT OFF THE RACK
(OFF THE RACK)
I GOT TO BOOGIE WOOGI E LIKE A KNIFE I N THE BACK
(KN I F E I N THE BACK)
SO BE MY GUEST, YA GOT NOTHI N' TO LOSE
WON'T YA LET ME TAKE YOU ON A SEA CRUISE?
YEAH. YEAH
OO-EE (OO-EE)
OO-EE BABY
OO-EE (OO-EE)
OO-EE BABY
OH, OO-EE (O0-EE)
OO-EE BABY
WON'T YA LET M E TAKE YOU ON A SEA CRUISE!

6

MUSIC: YUMMY, YUMMY, YUMMY - RATATOUILLE UNIT

. i

SING ERS (TRACK)
HEY!!
YEAH!! YEAH!!
YUMMY, YUMMY, YUMMY
I GOT LOVE I N MY TUMMY (LA DA DA DA DA DA DA DA)
AND AS S I LLY AS IT MAY SEEM
THE LOVIN' THAT YOU RE GIVI N G
I S WHAT KEEPS ME LIVIN'
AND YOU R LOVE IS LIKE PEACHES AND CREAM
KIND-A LIKE SUGAR, KIND-A LIKE S PICES
KIND-A LIKE, LIKE WHAT YOU DO--KIND-A SOUNDS FUNNY
BUT LOVE, HONEY
HONEY, I LOVE YOU--BAH, DUP, BAH, DA, DA, DA DUP
BAH, DUP, BAH, DA, DUP DA, DA, DA, DA
YUMMY, YUMMY, YUMMY
I GOT LOVE I N MY TUMMY (LA DA DA DA DA DA DA DA)
THAT YOU R LOVE CAN SATISFY (OH YEAH!)
LOVE, YOU'RE SUCH A SWEET THING
GOOD ENOUGH TO EAT THING (LA DA DA DA DA DA DA DA)
AND SWEET THING, THAT AIN'T NO LIE (HEY!)
I LOVE TO HOLD YA
OH LOVE, TO KISS YA!
000 LOVE, I LOVE IT S0--000 LOVE, YOU'RE SWEETER
SWEETER THAN SUGAR
000 LOVE, I WONT LET YOU GO--BAH, DUP, BAH, DA, DA, DA DUP
BAH, DUP, BAH, DA, DUP DA, DA, DA, DA---

7

MUSIC: BOYS ARE BACK I N TOWN - TOY STORY U N IT
SING ERS (TRACK)
WELL, THERE'S A REASON
EV'RYBODY SHOULD BE PLAYIN'
IN THE STREETS TODAY (HEY!)
AND YOU SHOULD GRAB YOUR FAV'RITE TOY
AND PROMISE THAT YOU'LL PLAY AWAY (C'MON!)
C'MON KIDS, FLIP YOUR LIDS
GET A GREAT, BIG SMILE ON YOUR FACE
WE'RE GONNA PARTY
TO SOME STOMP-DOWN,
JUMPIN' BUMPIN' ROCK & ROLL
RHYTHM ALL O'ER TH' PLACE! (C'MON, C'MON!)
'CAUSE THE TOYS ARE BACK IN TOWN
(THE TOYS ARE BACK I N TOWN)
(THE TOYS ARE BACK I N TOWN)
THE TOYS ARE BACK I N TOWN
OH YEAH! OH YEAH!
'CAUSE TODAY YOU CAN DANCE
YOU CAN S I N G , AND DO ANYT H I N G
YOU FEEL LIKE D O I N ' ( O H I F E E L L I KE MOVI N")
BUT DON'T LOOK SURPRISED
IF YOUR FEET COME ALIVE
YEAH, COME ON GET MOVI N'! (ON GET MOVIN')
'CAUSE THE TOYS ARE BACK IN TOWN
(THE TOYS ARE BACK IN TOWN)
(THE TOYS ARE BACK I N TOWN) (TOYS ARE BACK)
THE TOYS ARE BACK I N TOWN!
OH YEAH!
THE TOYS (HEY) ARE (HEY) BACK I N (HEY)
THE TOYS (HEY) ARE (HEY) BACK I N (HEY)
H EY HEY H EY H EY H EY H EY!

8

MUSIC: LIFE IS A HIGHWAY - CARS UNIT
. SINGERS (TRACK)
LI FE'S LIKE A ROAD THAT YOU TRAVEL ON
THERE'S ONE DAY H ERE AND THE NEXT DAY GONE
SOMETIMES YOU BEND, SOMETIMES YOU STAND
SOMETI MES YOU TURN YOUR BACK TO THE WIND
THERE'S A WORLD OUTSIDE EVERY DARKENED DOOR
WHERE BLUES WON'T HAUNT YOU ANYMORE
WHERE THE BRAVE ARE FREE AND LOVERS SOAR
COME RIDE WITH ME TO THE DISTANT SHORE
WE WON'T HESITATE
TO BREAK DOWN THE GARDEN GATE
THERE'S NOT MUCH TIME LEFT TODAY--LIFE IS A HIGHWAY
I WANNA RIDE IT ALL NIGHT LONG (I WANNA RIDE IT!)
I F YOU'RE GOING MY WAY
I WANNA DRIVE IT ALL N I G HT LONG (HEY!)
THROUGH ALL THESE CITIES AND ALL THESE TOWNS
IT'S IN MY BLOOD AND IT'S ALL AROUND
I LOVE YOU NOW LIKE I LOVED YOU THEN
THIS I S THE ROAD AND THESE ARE THE HANDS
LIFE IS A H IGHWAY
I WANNA RIDE IT ALL NIGHT LONG
I F YOU'RE GOING MY WAY (YEAH)
I WANNA DRIVE IT ALL NIGHT LONG
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or nearly two years, more than 500 Cast
Members and employees of The Walt
Disney Company have given their
arts to develop the most energetic and
teractive show to parade the streets of a
isney Park. On March 14, Pixar Play Parade
11 debut in Disney's California Adventure.,
ging characters from every Pixar film to life
a spectacle like no other.
"This parade is going to take everything
. out Block Party Bash and pump it up a
tch;' said David Miller, Pixar Play Parade
oduction manager. "This will be the tallest,
ghtest and most playful parade yet:'
Featuring new, innovative water, fire md
bble elements, the Resort's newest parade
en.G.ue.sta dancim!, .s.lrurlruz and. 0JaYin2

amazing partnership across ail business seg
"This parade definitely has non-stop high
ments.that really made it ail come together.
energy;' said DJ Maston, a parade performer.
"My favorite part about this parade was the
"It has this incredible atmosphere that incorpo
opportunity
to work with some great teams
rates the Guests in ail the playful festivities:'
from Pixar, WDI Creative Entertainment and
Those festivities include 12-foot-tail chefs,
our group here at the Resort;' David said.
rats on bungee spaghetti, The Incredibles on
"Everyone involved is so great at what they do.
hovercrafts, various acrobatics and two ail
It
really is amazing when something starts as a
new songs from Matthew Gerard and Robbie
drawing, and the great team you work with can
Neville, who also co-produced the soundtracks
make that drawing a full-scale reailty. At the
for the High. School Musical franchise.
end of the day, it's ail for the Guests and I am
"The choreography is really different
very excited for their reaction on opening day:'
and fun;' said Lauren Parent, a performer in
the parade. "We get to flirt and have fun with
the Guests. I've had to build up a lot more
stamina for this parade:'
Looking back over everything that went into
For more on this story,
rinl!in.2-this.nJWld e.toJ.ife..Illndd. .s.avJi, ,.LLJ:1 l.WJt.......____.,.j

--'

By Robert Koontz

Above right: The Resort Safety team
tests the Pixar Play Parade's stilt
performers on wet pavement for
slip resistance.
Left: Production Manager David
Miller worked with partners
throughout The Walt Disney
Company to bring Pixar Play Parade
to life. David says he can't wait to
see Guests' reactions to the new
high-energy parade.

Interviews

Name: Trac� Halas

What is �our educational background? Two �ea'.s of college

what cit� do �ou current!� live in? Trabuco Can�on

What and when was �our firstJob at the Disne�land Resort? Show West 1986

What is �ourJob title current!� at the Disne�land Resort? Choreographer
what does �ouJob entail?

Responsible for choreographing parades, shows, events, and working with show
directors. Teaching and running rehearsals from start to opening.

Are �ou paid b� the hour or salar�? .5� the hour

How long have �ou been working at the Disne�land Resort?
Choreographer position 12 �ears.

What are �our favorite pr� ects �ou have worked on?

.

High School Musical, traveling for 5-cit� tour, Pixar pla�, and Aladdin

What are some things �ou enj o� about �ourjob?

" I like working with the peopfe, being creative, seeing something from start to finish,
the development of a show is exciting to be a part of."

What are sofr!e things that need improvement within the entertainment department?
Some things that have improved: We are more aware of safet� now and the well

being of performers. Things that need improvement are the Pa� scale and

appreciation for what the performers do. We overuse the performers. We need

to have more people available.

How man� people are on the chorographic team?
Maintenance - 18

Choreographer - 1

How does the casting process work?

Casting has changed. We now have a casting director (blessing and a curse)
available to organize things more, but the� are not there all the time. show
director, casting director meet together to cats the shows.

As a choreographer what do �ou look for in a dancer/performer?

Good technical skills,_ enj o�s performing, performs well; has a good attitude and

gets along well with othe_rs.
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Name: Gentr_y Willbanks

Age: )1 _y ears old

where did _you go to college? UC Irvine. Ps_ychology M �or

what cit_y do _you currentl_y live in? Placentia

What was _your tirstj ob at the Disne_y land Resort?
Doc in the Christmas parade in 1.9.92.

what is _yourjob title at the Disne_y land Resort? Maintenance choreographer
What does _y oujob entail?

Cast performers in the parades and shows, rehearse them, parades and shows

dail_y to gjve notes and block through.

How much do _you get paid? Hourl_y . (.E>een A M. choreographer tor 5 _years)
How long have _you been working at the Disne_y land Resort?

On and Ott due to otherjobs, total - 14 _y ears

what are some things _you like about _y ourjob?

Interaction with the performers, I love being creative, I love being a part of
entertainment department in Disne_y.

What are som� things _you think need improvement?
Casting and Scheduling

what is _your dreamjob here at the Disne_y land Resort?
What I am doing, I love.

As a choreographer what do _you look tor in a dancer/ performer?
Performance 9ualit_y and training.

Do _you have an_y expectations of parade performers?

Great attitudes alwa_ys gjving their 100% and eas_y going and tun to be around.

Comments:

"It has changed from the time I have been here. I miss some of the old entertainment
like stage �hows. I wish there were more opportunities for performers.

Choreographic team is ver_y strong and shows directors. Disne_y entertainment
is ditterent trom the outside world of entertainment."

Favorite Pr�ecta _yo� have worked on:

Choreographed tor the rose parade in 2006. (Disne_y)
Teacher awards summer 2006 (Disne_y)

Name: Kolissa Cope

Age: JO _years

Where did _you go to college? Idaho State Universit_y

Bachelors degree in Television and Film (Mass Communications)

what cit_y do _you currentl_y live in? Anaheim

what was _your tirstjob at the Disne_yland Resort? characters (18 _years old)

what is _y ourJob title at the Disne_yland Resort?

Production Stage Manager tor electrical Parade

(Parade Manager, guest service in the parade department)

Are _you on salar_y or paid hourl_y? Salar_y
What does _youjob entail?

I am in charge ot the cast and crew (about 120) that run electrical parade

nightl_y . I do the casting, an_y cast issues, rehearsals, auditions, and scheduling.

How long have _you been working at the Disne_yland Resort? 10 _years oft and on

what are some things _you like about _yourjob?

I

I

The people. I erjo_y the cast, I love being a part ot the show and seeing the

guests faces, I love different personalities, some ot m_y best triends I have met
through here.

what are some things _you do not like about _y ourJob?

The_y have gotten better with satet_y but we need to be more consistent!

Communication is alwa_ys hard, but there are alwa_ys wa_ys to improve. Cast
moral, different personalities and ages.

What is _your dreamjob here at the Disne_yland Resort?

I would love to work at Disne_y channel, but I reall_y enjo_y working here.

Do _you have an_y expectations ot parade performers?

It's ver_y simple, show up on time, have a good attitude, put a 100% into ever_y

show. Some people take theirjob tor granted.

Name: Laurie DiFilippo

Age: J0

Where did _you go to college? UC Riverside and Cal Pol_y Pomona
BA in Behavioral Science

M ultiple Su �ect and single su� ect teaching credential

• what cit_y do _you currentl_y live in? Lakewood

what was _your firstjob at the Disne_y land Resort?
Maintenance Choreographer

what is _yourJob title at the Disne_yland Resort? Maintenance Choreographer
What does _youJob entail?

I am responsible for the dail_y casting of shows. I help preserve the integrit_y of

the show b_y viewing them & gjving notes. show reports a re done at the end of

the da_y and distributed to all of the people involved in the show all the wa_y u p
to executive level and to the choreograph_y team.

Re9uired to know ever_y detail of ever_y show we are responsible for.

How much do _you get paid? Hourl_y - depends on the pr�ect
How long have _you been working at the Disne_yland Resort?

A _year and a half (September of 2006 - Christmas Fantas_y)

What are some things _you like about _yourjob?

The people, the environment, a nd the stead_y work in entertainment.

There have been opportunities to travel g ust went to Hong Kong & London)

What are some things _y ou would like to see improvement?
Communication between ever_ybod_y

What is _your dream job here at the Disne_yland Resort?

choreograph shows eventual!!) direct or consulting t_ype position

As a choreographer what do _you look for in a dancer/performer?
Performance and charisma. Availabilit_y and Abilit_y

Do _you have an_y expectations of parade performers?

Know their role, Show up for work on time, and PERFORM

Full Name: K.C. Gussler
How old are _you? )8
What is _your educational background? High School diploma.
What is _your dance background? Began stud_y ing dance at age seven.
I continued stud_y ing tor 11 _years in Tap, Jazz & Ballet.
What cit_y do _you currentl_y live in? Lakewood, CA
What was _your tirstjob at the Disne_yland Resort? I hired into the parade department in
October l985 as a chimne_y Sweep in the Mar_y Poppins Unit in "Fantas_y On Parade."
What is _your currentjob title at the Disne_yland Resort? choreographer.
what does _you job entail?
I maintain the direction and choreograph_y tor several shows throughout the
Disne_yland Resort. As well as create choreograph_y tor special events.
How long have _y ou been working at the Disne_yland Resort?
Began working at Disne_yland in 1985, left the resort after 1 ½, then came back to
pertorm in a tew more shows in 1991 . Moved to Florida and worked tor Walt Disne_y
World tor two _years. Came back to the Resort in 2006 and have worked in m_y current
position tor 2 _years.
How old were .You when _you were tirst hired? 16 .Years old.
What are some things .You like about _yourjob?
I enjo_y working with the pertormers. The tact that Disne_yland is able to hire
choreographers tor tull time positions gives me a stead.Y income. I alwa_ys e�o_yed
working tor the Walt Disne.Y Compan.Y. I guess that's wh_y I've continued to return tor
man_y _years.
What are some things _you think need improvement in the Disne_y E:ntertainment
department? I believe that the pa_y scale tor our pertormers is 9uite low tor the amount
of work the_y do.
Do _you have a dreamJob or goal to achieve here at the Disne_yland Resort?
I came back to the Disne_yland Resort with the goal of becoming a show Director in
the near future.
As a choreographer what do _you look for in a dancer/pertormer at an audition?
Strongtechni9ue, showmanship and most of all a true dedication towards their craft.
As a choreographer what are _your expectations of parade pertormers?

To come in each da!J and perform to their top abilit!J· Whether the!} are performing in
one or six shows throughout the da!J· This is a tough thingto do, especiall!J when

weather conditions are tar from perfect. This ties into their work ethic.

What is/was !J 0Ur favorite project !JOU worked on at the Disne!Jland resort?

choreographingthe 1'Micke!J 's Trick-or-Treat on the Street" cavalcade last tall.

This was a brand new event that had never been done. I was able to create something

It

tram the ground up on a large scale.

!J

OU could write a short statement about !J0Ur experience working here) what has
changed, what has sta!Jed the same, what is important in running a successful

parade/show) etc.:

M!J time working with the Disne!J Compan!J continues to be ver!J positive. So much has

changed throughout the !}ears it would be hard to sit down and write it all out) but I will

tr!J and address some ot the issues.

When I started as a parade performer the pa!J scale was $7,75 an hour. We worked a

split shift and there were ver!J few that had what was considered a full time position.
Parades were cast seasonall!J , so there would be a Spring, Summer, Fall and

Christmas parad�. E:ach time there was a different parade ever!Jone had to re

audition tor theirjob. You clocked in on an old time clock in what was known as the
"clock shed. " There was no central building tor the performers to hang out in. The

"parade" area consisted ot a parking lot, l room rehearsal studio, parade trailer

(where the leads did their work) , wardrobe shed, changing area and make up room.

Parades were done on the weekends and onl!J on the week da!Js it it was Christmas,

E:aster or Summer. There were no such things as ADO's. You worked ever!} da!J !JOU

were scheduled. The onl!J toot wear that was approved at that time werejazz shoes

tor men, character and ballet shoes tor ladies. There were no athletic trainers. It !J OU

got hurt on route !JOU finished out the parade then went to the Disne!Jland doctor and
!J

OU were sent home. It sounds a bit rugged and I guess it was. E>ut the performers had

. a ball. And I had a wonderful time.
The thing I tind most important to run a successful parade is keeping a good moral

with the cast. Treat them equal!!} and tairl!J , as well as treating them as professionals.

I

I

I

Name: Stephanie .5rown

Age: 20

Where did _you go to college? Cal State Fullerton

Junior Third Year M �or: Theater Arts Minor: Public Relations

what cit_y do _you currentl_y live in? La Mirada

(live with parents and one sister who is 8)

what was _your tirstjob at the Disne_yland Resort? A Christmas Fantas_y (2005)
What shows have _y ou been involved in?
A Christmas Fantas_y 2005 2006

.5lock Part_y and High School Musical Pep Rall_y

High School M usical 2
Pixar Pla_y

what is _yourjob title at the Disne_yland Resort? Parade Pertormer
What does _youJob entail?

Litting people's spirit and making dreams come true.

How much do _you get paid? $9 .74 per hour

How long have _you been working at the Disne_yland Resort? 2 and ½ _years

what are some things _you like about _y ourjob?

ccThe people I meet, I like that it is not a normaljob

The tew moments when _you can tell that _y ou made someone's da_y "

what are some things that need improvement?

cc1 teel like we are taken tor granted b_y upper management, I teel that it is not

alwa_ys tair, and people get positions that the_y do not deserve."

What is _your dreamjob here at the Disne_yland Resort?
cc E.xactl_y what I am doing but paid so much more"

Do _you have an_y expectations ot choreographers, managers, or parade
pertormers?

cc 1 expect professionalism and tor emplo_yees to do theirJob without

complaining."

Name: Joe� Rodrigu es

Age: 19 �ears old

Where did �ou go to college?

The Fashion Institute ot Mer�handise and Marketing in Los Angeles
(current!� 1st �ear)

What cit� do �ou current!� live in? Garden Grove

What was �our tirstjob at the Disne�land Resort?
Disne�'s electrical Parade: Cinderella M ice

What is �ourj ob title at the Disne�land Resort? Parade Pertormer

what does �oujob entail?
.

I sign m� lite contract awa� a longtime ago. Gettingto work with friends and
meeting new people ever�da�.

How much do �ou get paid? $9-97

How long have �ou been working at the Disne�land Resort? ? �ears

What are some things �ou like about �ourjob?

E:njo� doing different things around the resort. characters and dancing,

ditFerent variet� , I like doing different things ever�da� .

What are some things that need improvement?

Being noticed b� upper management and choreographers.
People do a lot ot work and it is not recognized.

What is �our dreamjob here at the Disne�land Resort? E:vent Planning

What are �our expectations tor choreographers?

Be a Leader! Respect how the dancer/pertormer teels about a situation.

Do �ou have an� expectations ot parade pertormers?
To be gratetul that �ou are here.

Do not take �ourjob tor granted because there are thousands ot people who

wanted �ourJob.
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Name: Summer Flores

Age: 20

where did �ou go to college? Saddleback, transferring to a tour �ear in the spring
of 2009. Communication concentrating in entertainment studies.

What cit� do �ou current!� live in? Irvine (with parents at home)

what is �ourjob title at the Disne�land Resort? Parade Performer
How much do �ou get paid? $9 -76

what does �oujob entail? Performing and dancing

How long have �ou been working at the Disne�land Resort? 4 �ears

what are some things �ou like about �ourjob?

Performing in front of an audience and little kids

The people that work here
The environment

What are some things �ou do not like about �ourJ ob?
Communication between managers and leads.

An� Suggestions: The� should have a meeting ever� Satu rda� before starting

the new week, go over ever�thing that the� need to improve on so that ever�one
is on the same page.

what is �our dreamjob here at the Disne�land Resort?
Working in special events, or doing casting

Do �ou have an� expectations of choreographers, managers, parade performers?
choreographer: that the� have danced previous!�, that the� know how to

choreograph to our abilities. Choreographing a parade is different and re9uires
different needs. Know how to teach well .

Managers: education! It �ou are a manager �ou need to know how to run a

business. The� need to know the business aspect of this. Attitude and the wa�

the� work it is not as professional current!�.

Performers: giving their all 110% when the� perform.

Pixar Pia�:

"I feel like the� need more dancers throughout the entire parade, music throughout
the whole parade. More energy is needed. The performers need to show that

the� enjo� what the� do. characters had great animation. Dancers are slopp�,
need to be sharper.

Name: Jacob Lopez

Age: ll _years old

Where did _you go to college?

Fullerton College, liberal arts. Have not graduated _y et.

What cit_y do _you currentl_y live in? Fullerton

What is _y ourjob title at the Disne_yland Resort? Stand-b_y performer
How much do _you get paid? $9 .72 per hour

what does _youjob entail?

Performing and executingchoreograph_y , moving props, interactingwith the

audience, and character work

How long have _you been working at the Disne_yland Resort?
Since October 2003 (4 _years)

What are some things _y ou like about _yourjob?

The people I work with , the audience reaction and amazing experiences that I

have never had before such as traveling, being on 1V, meeting celebrities, etc.

What are some things _you do not like about _y ourjob?

Value of a performer, there is no value. Long hours, the compan_y treats us as it

we are disposable; and _yet how the department needs us to function.

What is _your dreamjob here at the Disne_yland Resort? I do not have one

Do _you have an_y expectations of choreographers, managers, parade performers?
To be leader, to guide us into executing ourjob properl_y , our managers and
choreographers should be acting as it the_y a re taking care of us in a
professional manner.

Pixar Pla_y:

It is a good parade gone bad in man_y respects. It was forecasted at the ver_y

beginning, a lot of things could have been avoided. It is exciting the audience

loves it and there are a lot of great elements. Costuming is awesome to look at.

Name: Christopher Litven

Age: 27.J

Did _you go to college? Graduated from high school in Canada.

No ) Performed professionall_y starting at age 17 . . . full time starting at 18.

What cit_y do _you currentl_y live in? Irvine (with wife)

What is _yourJob title at the Disne_yland Resort? Parade Performer
How much do _you get paid? $10.10 per hour

What does _youjob entail? Dancing in the parades. Rehearsals.

How long have _you been working at the Disne_yland Resort? 1 _year

What shows have _you been in?

High School Musical Pep Rall_y

Block Part_y .5ash

High School Musical 2 Schools Out
Fantasmic

what are some things _you like about _y ourjob?

I like performing. People think working at Disne_y is cool, so it is fun to work in a

place where people think highl_y of _you. Great coworkers and sometimes it is fun

to interact with the guests.

What are some things _you do not like about _yourjob?

The pa_y rate, it is low for the industr_y. The performers are not treated with

respect b_y higher emplo_yees. The show is not as challenging as I would p refer.

What is _your dreamjob here at the Disne_y land Resort? AGVA performer

An_y expectations of choreographers, managers, and parade performers?
choreographers:

E.nsure the rest of the cast maintains a professional level of performance.

Managers:

E.conomicall_y find the best solutions for the performers as well as the compan_y .

Name: Cr_ystal Dancer Walker

Age: 27

Did _you go to college? No

what cit_y do _you currentl_y live in? Anaheim

What is _yourJ ob title at the Disne_yland Resort? Parade Helper
How much do _you get paid? Nothing (9.J2 an hour)

What does _youjob entail?

Getting used and abused.

E:ver_ything and ever_ything.

Re9uired to know the choreograph_y and staging tor tive different shows at the
resort, most ot those shows I have to know more than one spot

How long have _you been working at the Disne_yland Resort?
9 _years total

2 _years in CA then 7 months Tok_yo, then 1 _year CA, then went back to Tok_yo

tor 7 months. Then came back to CA tor J more _years, left to work at Universal
studios tor lJ months and now back in CA tor J _years.

what are some things _y ou like about _y ourjob?

Some ot the performers I work with, Having the opportunit_y to pertorm

ever_yda_y , the instant gratitication tram the audience. Knowing that _you can

affect a guests da_y so that the_y target about what is going on in the real world.

What are some things _you do not like about _yourJob?

The tact that it is a big corporation, so small individuall_y hourl_y workers do not

get what the_y deserve.

We a re expected to do an awtul lot tor what we a re compensated tor.

Compan_y overall does not realize how valuable entertainment is to the park,

because we do not direct a number ot mone_y making product.
The_y expect us to tix their problems without a thank _you.

The tact that no one listens to the hourl_y emplo_yees on issues that could be

I

solved easil_y .

What is �our dreamjob here at the Disne�land Resort?

Maintenance choreographer. So that I could have a direct ettect on what
happens ever�da�. To instill responsibilit� in their work and inspire the

performers.

Do �ou have an� expectations of choreographers, managers, and parade
performers?

Choreographers: To do ever�thing Ij ust said, make me a better performer, help me
improve and to help maintain the integrit� ot the show.

Managers: To know and understand the dail� demands the� have ot their

performers, to know and understand the demands ot the guests and how best

to meet them, without over working�our performers to the point of inj ur� and

mental fatigue. To .5E: UNDERSTANDING ot the tact the their performers and
human who have feelings, and need to be nourished.

Performers: TO CARE:
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Name: Michael Franco

Age: 22

Where did �ou go to college? Yes, Br�man (graduated in 2006, massage therap�)
What cit� do �ou current!� live in? Garden Grove

What is �ourjob title at the Disne�land Resort? Parade Performer
How much do �ou get paid? Not enough, $9.49 per hour

what does �oujob entail?

Dancing, learn various different parts tor one parade, it someone calls in sick I

go into their spot.

How long have �ou been working at the Disne�land Resort? j �ears

What are some things �ou like about �ourjob?
·

Fun, keeps me in shape, paid to do what I love to do; which is perform .

What are some things �ou do not like about �ourjob?

How we a re treated, sometimes the� treat us like we are not adults, our
managers need to be more professional.

What is �our dreamjob here at the Disne�land Resort?

Travel to Tok�o and perform, or be a face character there

Do �ou have an� expectations of choreographers, managers, parade performers?
Choreographers: know the choreograph� as well as we should, answer an�

questions we have about it.

Managers: address ever� problem that we ma� give them, know the ins and outs of
the parade. Treat ever�one and an�thing tairl�. I think that favoritism is a
problem.

A lot of people suck up to managers and that is how the� get spots,

and I do not think it is fair. "
Pixar Pia�:

"I love it, it is a ver� tun u pbeat show, ver� different tram block part�, I a m ver�
luck� to have opened m� fourth parade here."

"To be a stand b�

is ver� tun, it keeps me thinking, and it keeps me on m� toes."

"I feel useful, I am being utilized to m� utmost abilit� . "

Name: Jimm_y Gramer

Age: 24

where did _you go to college? Fullerton college

No Degree, but intend on going back this summer

what cit_y do _you currentl_y live in? .5 rea

What was _your tirstjob at the Disne_yland Resort? Parade performer
(Parade ot the Stars - 2002)

What is _yourjob title at the Disne_yland Resort? Parade Performer
How much do _you get paid? $15.00 per hour

What are some things _you like about _yourj ob? " Performing"

What are some things that need improvement:

"Managers, the_y should have a degree in business to be an actual manger, there

are a lot ot issues that the_y do not realize and do not know how to handle that
,
come u p. ,
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"Satet_y issues, let performers be able to check out their e9uipment, let the

performers know ever_ything about the work that the_y are doing."

Do _you have an_y expectations ot choreographers, managers, or performers?

Choreographers: to know choreograph_y and gjve notes to performers who are
not performing up to Disne_y Standards.

Parade Performers: perform to their best abilit_y and know their choreograph_y

it the_y don't someone could get hurt.
Pixar Pla_y

"Satet_y is a h uge issue, the tact that the_y keep reiterating that, when the performer
gives a suggestion the_y do not do an_ything about it."
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N am e: And re Eva ngel ista

Age: 37
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Ra ncho Sa nta M argarita
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d e Pe rformer
eyl a nd Resort? Pa ra
What is yo urJob title at the Disn
T a lot.
How m uch do yo u get paid? NO
what does youJob enta il?

Performing in th e parades .
i ng a s pecific role .
Getting out of being myself, play
ort? Since 1996
at th e D isn eyla nd Res
How long have yo u been work ing
bout yo u rjob? It' s FU N.
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consiste ncy to every show
me a nd ou rjob duties
M a nagers : properly ma nage ou r ti
show poss ible
Performers : to perform the best
Pixar Play:
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" I tind it very strenuo us depending
ge performe rs physical a bilities ."
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(i.e . cha racters a nd specia lty pe

" I see potential in the pa rade ."

'RefCection:
'My name is Courtney 'Fisfi6acf '1 was 6orn in tfie City
Laauna r.J{i,[[s wfien '1 was

10 years

ef Ora-nee, Ca[ifornia, and" '1 moved"from 'lrvin� to

o[d. '1 am an on(y cfii(a, and" '1 fiave 6een 6fesseawith wonaeifu[_parents.

'1 arew uy in a safe community, with tfie o_pyortunity to ao to scfioo(, to contri6ute to yfii[antfiro_pic causes,
and" to train in lance. '1 fiave 6een trainirie in lance since '1 was s years o[i. 'My Cove for lance fias arown
and" matured" tfirouafiout my [ife. 'Dance fias afways 6een a _part

ef my [ife.

'1 erifoy foofinB 6acf at tfie

lancer '1 was w�n '1.first came to L'M'U. When '1 entered" the yroaram, '1 was very eneraetic and" enthusiastic.
'1 fiaa come from a lance team 6ack.[jrouna in fiiafi scfioof. 1tftfiouafi '1 fiaa no modern lance exyerience, '1
was �aaer to 6eain fearnine in a([the aif.ferent areas the L'M'U lanceyroaram fiaato offer.
'Durin8 my time fiere at L'M'U, one

ef the most_prefouna fearninB moments '1 ex_perienceawas auririt] ?lC'D'F

in Sacramento: ouryrefessor, 'Damon 'Raao, syofe witfi tfie lancers rifjfit 6ejore we went on toyeiform.
to[a us fiowyroucl fie was tfiat we were reyresentina L'M'U. ?lt that moment, '1 reafizeatfiat tfie artistry

'He

ef

my 6eirie a lancer can tru{y im_pact otheryeo_pfe. 'This was a deftnirie reafizationfor me, 6ecause it made me
aware tfiat '1 wanted" to continueyursuinB a career

ef ins_piririt] others tfirouafi lance. '1 current{y worffor

tfie 'Disneyfana'Resort in ?lnaheim. 'T'fiere aefinite{y are dancers '1 worf witfi wfio ins_pire me. 'T'fie im_pact '1
see tfiem mafe on tfie resortauests 6y wfiat tfiey ao --from a simyfe smife to fiavina their_picture tafen -- is
sornetfiirit] tfiat is tru{y_pricefess, and is very motivatinB to me. 'T'fiere afso are otheryeo_pfe in my [ife wfio
fiave ins_pired me to ao weff in af{ tfiat '1 ao. 'Myfriend"'Ryan fias 6een an ins_pirationaf_person to me. '1fe
ins_pires me to do my 6est and"to 6e myself.
?ls a araauatirie senior in tfie danceyroaram, '1fee[ tfie _person '1 am now is simifar in some ways to wfio '1
was wfien '1 first entered"tfieyroaram. '1 am sti[[very eneraetic and" eaaer to fearn. 1}fowever, '1 aofee[ '1 fiave
arown in Severa[ areas sincefreshman year. '1 fiave aevefo_pea feadersfip sfi{Cs, wfiicfi '1 foofforward to usirie
in tfiefuture. '1 am more attuned finestfietica[(y tfian '1 was at tfie 6eginnirie

efmy time here, and" '1fee{ '1

fiave im_provea my tecfinica[sfi{Cs as a dancer.
�---------��-------�

'From this time on, '1 wou(d fife to go out into the wor(dandexyfore. L'lvl.'U fiasyreyared me inte((ectua(ly,
emotiona(ly, andyhysica(ly. '1Jee( fife '1 have 6een given a great educationa( exyerfance fiere, and '1 am we((
yreyared to now feave L'lvl.'U. '1 wou[d fife to trave( as ayrcfessiona( dancer. '1 hoye to continue to worffor
tfie Wafr 'Disney Comyany. '1 wou(d (ove toyeiform and choreograyh there, and continue to graw throU[Jh a{{
tfie exyeriences the Comyany has to cffer. 'After travefing andyeiformingyrcfessiona{ly, '1 wou(d fife to get a
certification inyersona{fitness. '1 afso am considering going 6acf to schoo{ at someyoint to o6tain my
teacfiing credential rffiere are many tfiings '1 want to do with dance. '1 (oveyeiforming and '1 {ove teaching.
�
I@

Later on in my (ife, '1 hoye someday to get marri.edand have chi[dren. One cf my dreams in [ife is to 6e
haypi{y marri.ed and to 6e a mother.

'No matter where my [ife tak.es me, '1 see myself 6eing energetic, {oving,

k@

find, resyectju[, anddedicated.

�

rfhere are many memora6fe moments from co{fege that '1 wi[( always remem6er andtak.e with me. 'Being a
mem6er cf 'Defra §amma sorority is something '1 wi{{ a[ways cherish. '1 have made so many wondeifu{
friends through 'Defra §amma, and my sorority sisters haveforever changed me. '1 Coved having the
oyyortunity to 6e a cfioreograyfierfor 'De(ta §amma's Li_p Sync in 2006 and 2007. '1 afsofeft horwred to
serve as 'Defta §amma's Vice President cf 'lvl.em6ershi_p my senior year. '1 am truly gratefu(for a([ the
[astingfri.eruls '1 have made throughout myfour years at L'lvl.'U. '1 have manyfond memories with my
roommate, 'De6orah. Sfie has 6een therefor me throU[Jh it a[[ She has shown me what truejriendshiy
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means, and '1 am very thanf.ju{to have her in my Cife. 'Fina{ly, '1 wou(d fife to thanf myyarents who have
6een so suyyortive cf my education, my am6itions, and my dreams. '1 [ove you very much. '1 have come to tfie

ccmcCusion tfiatyeaple are most import:ant to m,. 1Jee(very 6/essedto fiavefami(y aru£fri,rui, wlio insyire
me to 6e the 6est dancer and the 6estyerson '1 canyossi6ly 6e.

7i1ese tl/\,tervtews £.ll/\,c{ co V\,vers t:.lHo V\,s n t:.lVe truLrj vieL-p ec{ V\A.e see £.l l/\,c{ Le£.l rV\, £.l
Lot £.l bout tvi e curre l/\,t stt:.lte of tvie Wt:.l Lt t::>ts l/\,eri Co V\A.-pt:.l 1/\,r) ,
I £.l V\A. -prouc{ to S t:.l r) I wor� for £.l COV\A.-p t:.l l/\,r) tvi t:.lt ts cret:.lHVe £.l l/\,d tV\,s-p trtV\,g .
V\,c{
1 nt:.lVe V\A.£.l c{ e £.l Ltst of g ot:.lL s £.l
e over tvits -p t:.lst ri et:.l r,
l/\,c
e
t
r
.x-pe
e
V\A.r)
vi
g
u
o
r
7i1
ec{t:.lr) be V\A.et:
cvi t:.l rt:.l ctertsHcs tvit:.lt I vio-pe wtLL soV\A.
be
rforV\A.ers, ct:.lst, Iii V\,c{ guests s vi o uLc{
i. 7i1 e st:.lfetri £.l 1/\,c{ weLL betl/\,g of-pe
tvie V\,UV\A.ber OV\,e -p rtorttri .
c{ to £.l -p otl/\,t tvit:.lt tt ts Cl s vi tg vi £.l s tt
2 . Ct:.l st V\A.O rt:.lLe svi ouLc{ be tV\A.-p rove

clil 1/\, -posstbLrj be .
Ve £.l l/\,d tvtt:.l V\,�fuL for tlti etrj o bs .
3. 'Perfo rV\A.ers svi o uLc{ b e t:.l-p-prectt:.lH
er to Ltste V\,,
re ltt:.l bLe, res-p e ctfu L, el.lg
4. PerforV\A.ers svio uLc{ be eV\,ergeHc,
froV\A. tvie cvi oreog rlil-pvi tc tet:.lV\A ..
V\A.£.lture, £.l l/\,c{ s vio uLc{ W/:.l l/\,t to Le£.lrl/\,
e rs wvio £.l re -p t:.lssto l/\,£.lte,
o r� wttvi otvi e r -p e rforV\A.
w
to
1/\,t
WCI
ers
rV\A.
o
rf
e
'P
5.
j o bs sertousLt:i ·
g eV\,utV\,e, �t l/\,c{, £.l l/\,c{ wvio t!il�e tvi etr
l/\,£.lg ers wvi o £.lre -p erso V\,ClbLe,
b. 'Perfo rV\A.ers W£.l V\,t to worR. for V\A.£.l
V\A.oHvt:.lH�, £.l l/\,c{ t:.l-p-prot:.lcl1 £.lbLe.
-pLe wvio t:.l re -p rofessto V\,£.l L,
J-. ALL t::>tsl/\,eri eV\A.-pLo t:i ees W/:.l l/\,t to wor� wttvi -peo
res-pectfu L, £.l 1/\,c{ V\A.£.lture.
V\A.£.l l/\,£.l g ers £.l LL W£.l l/\,t to be -p t:.l rt of £.l
g_ PerforV\A.ers, cvi oreog rt:.l-pviers, £.l l/\,c{
s to -perforV\A. £.l V\,c{ wt:.ltcvi.
s n ow tvit:.l t eve rt:ioV\,e Love
CI V\, betl/\,g £.l l/\,c{ V\,Ot
3. 6£.lcvi tV\,c{tvtc{ut:.l L c{eserves to be tret:.ltec{ LtR.e £.l nuV\A.
u Ld be 1A-p-p recLt:.ltec{ £.l V\,c{
oc{Ltt:i . 'Perfo rV\A.e rs sltio
LtR.e £.l d ts-p os t:.l bLe cOV\A.V\A.
efforts .
recog V\,tzec{ for tvi etr n£.lrc{ worR- £.l l/\,c{

Tn e Wt:.lLt t::> ts l/\,e t'.l CoV\A.-p t:.l V\,t'.l begt:.l V\, wttvi cLt:.lsstc Vt:.lL ues £.l l/\,ol tr1Ac{ tHoV\,s .
7i1ese trt:.l dtHo V\,s l.lre b t:.lseol O V\, fe1 V\A.t Ltes £.l l/\,ol -peo-pLe. I wo uLol Lt�e tvi e
e V\,te rt£.ltV\,V\A.e V\,t ole-pCl rt V\A.e V\,t to g o bt:.lcR. to tlti es e core Vt:.l Lues. we s vi ouL(i{ b e
wo r�tl/\,g t.:>g etvier £.l s £.l tet:.l V\A. to V\A.£.l�e otvi ers vt t:.l'P'Prl· ourj o b £.ls -perforV\A.ers
£.l V\,d cret:.ltors ts to serve £.ll/\,ol to g tve . �tvtV\,g to our resort g uests ts O V\,e of
tvie g ret:.ltest tvitl/\,gs £.lbout ourj o bs, £.l l/\,c{ I tV\,teV\,ol to e.xvitb tt tvits to £.l V\,t'.) OV\,e I
V\A.eet. 1 £.l V\A. e1 (i{l.l 1/\,Ce -p erforV\A.eY wvi o ts V\A.oHvt:.lteol bt'.l tvie tV\,forV\A.£.lHoV\, 1 vit:.l ve
recetveol tvi ts -p t:.lst t:i et:.l r. I W£.ll/\,t to olo evert:itvitl/\,g I ct:.l V\, to b e £.l -postttve
nuV\A.£.lV\, bet � £.l l/\,c{ eV\A.-p Lo t:iee . 1 W£.l l/\,t our c{e-pl.lrtV\A. eV\,t to be o rgt:.ll/\,tze c{ £.l l/\,c{
reLtt:.l b Le . 1 be Lteve tltiere wtLL £.l LWt:.l t'.) S be rooV\A. for tV\A.-p roVeV\A.eV\,t. 1 £.l V\A.
tvt/:.l V\,�fu L for tvie o-p-po rtu V\,Ltt:i to wor� tV\, tvi tsj o b. I vio-pe to Loo� bt:.l cR. OV\,
tvi ts -p roj ect /A V\,d use tt £.ls £.l Le£.lrV\,tV\,g tool. 1 W/:.l l/\,t to V\A.£.l�e £.l -p ostHve
dtffere V\,ce t i/\, tvi e Wt:.lLt t::>ts l/\,et'.l CoV\A.-pt:.lV\,t'.) ,

If I were to VIA.CIR.e 0111,e wLs� rLg�t 111,ow, I woul� wLs� t�at, L111, t�e future, I

wLll �elp create a s�ow t�at wLll VIA.CIR.e ever!j Oi/1,l L111,volve� -p rou� to SCl !j t�e!j
were Cl -pcirt of worleL� 0111, Lt.
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